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Falwell responds to latest attacks 
Chancellor says AP reporter engaged in "yellow journal 
BY KICK BOYER It
 w a s published and had never even heard of Tlnky Teletubbles shrugged off NLJ's allegations. Itsy Bltsy 
Editor in Chief Wlnky before the Reed story came out He said he has Entertainment spokesman Steve Rice was quoted by 
BY RICK BOYER 
Editor in hief 
LU Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell has come under fire 
for a National Liberty Journal article about children's 
cartoon character Tlnky Wlnky," of the "Teletubbles." 
The article, entitled "Parents alert," was actually 
written by NLJ editor J.M. Smith. Smith noted arti-
cles previously published In secular magazines that 
called Tlnky Wlnky gay, and encouraged parents to 
be careful what their children watch. 
Tlnky Wlnky Is a male character who carries a red 
purse and sports a triangle-shaped antenna on his 
head. The upside-down triangle Is recognized as a gay 
symbol, while purple Is known as the gay pride color. 
Falwell said he had not read the NLJ article before 
t as li       f l  
never seen the TV program and never commented on 
the Teletubbles in any way. 
He called Reed's article "devious" and said It repre-
sents "the worst form of yellow journalism ... clearly 
dsglned to stereotype and damage." 
"Editor Smith wrote an excellent warning to par-
ents about monitoring what their children watch on 
TV," Falwell said. "He simply documented Informa-
tion that had already been reported In Time, People, 
the Washington Post, CNN, E-onllne and other 
national media." 
Nonetheless, several national networks picked up 
the story and attacked Falwell, while the producer of 
l t l s s r  ff J's ll ti s. Its  lts  
t t i t  t  i   t   
the British Broadcasting Corporation as calling the 
NLJ comments "outlandish. To out a Teletubby in a 
preschool show Is ldnd of sad on his part I really find 
It absurd and kind of offensive," Rice said. Yet Itsy 
Bltsy has not actually denied the charges outright 
As Falwell noted, several secular magazines were 
the first to break the story. Time magazine, In an arti-
cle on transsexuals In Jury 1998, notes that "even 
Teletubbles, a show for toddlers, features Tlnky 
Wlnky, a boy who carries a red patent-leather purse." 
In December 1998, People magazine noted that 
"gay men. have made the purse-toting Tlnky Wlnky a 
camp Icon." In an editorial on Jan. 1, 1999, the 
ism" in article 
Washington Post stated that Ellen DeGeneres Is "out" 
as the key gay cultural Icon, and Tlnky Wlnky is In. 
The Journal story Is the first one to take a negative 
view of the portrayal of a gay Teletubby. The stories In 
Time, People and the Post were all supportive of the 
character. Falwell said It is "surprising" that no notice 
was taken of the positive stories, while the NLJ view 
has come under Intense fire. 
While Itsy Bltsy may not willingly accept the NLJ's 
characterization, other homosexual voices have spo-
ken out to claim Tlnky Winky as their own, and 
blame Falwell for Smith's article. Richard Sincere, 
president of Gays and Lesbians for Individual Liberty, 
Please see TELETUBBY, on Page 4 
Bookstore to expand 
over summer break 
New facility to 
include part of 
DeMoss atrium 
B Y RICK BOYER 
Editor in Chief 
S tuden ts who re turn to 
Liberty next fall are likely to 
be surprised at the new book-
store. The bookstore plans a 
major expansion of space and 
services by the time students 
come back. Construction Is 
slated to begin immediately 
following the May graduation. 
.' .According to bookstore 
ager Dennis Ratliff, "We're look-
ing at about two weeks after 
school's out," before construc-
tion commences. They'll give us 
about a week to 
relocate the " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " 
bookstore to a 
t e m p o r a r y 
location for 
about six to 
eight weeks." 
By then LU 
hopes to have 
the renovations 
complete. 
"Once the 
r emode l ing ' s 
done, It'll be 
about 10,000 
square feet, which Is about twice 
as large as it Is now," Ratliff said. 
Plans call for demolition of most 
existing bookstore office space, 
and an expansion into the area 
around the TVs In the DeMoss 
•Hall atrium. 
Size Is not the only differ-
ence to be expected. For one 
thing, textbook sales will now 
be consolidated to the book-
store. "It won't be in the 
'Schilling Center any longer," 
Ratliff said. "Textbook sales 
will be done right here in the 
bookstore." 
Asked whether the new facility 
could handle the rush of stu-
dents when the semester opens, 
Ratliff was confident He said 
extra registers will be open dur-
ing peak times, and book sales 
will continue throughout early 
"Dorm accessories 
we'll definitely expand 
upon. Our music area 
we'll definitely want to 
expand." 
- Dennis Ratliff 
Bookstore manager 
February to lessen the pressure. 
He also noted that the new 
facility will be organized more 
quickly than the Schilling Center 
location has typically been. He 
said many students return early, 
whether RAs, SLDs, athletes or 
others. Students who return 
early will find the bookstore open 
when they arrive. "Unless we get 
hit where everybody panics and 
thinks they have to buy a book at 
the same time," Ratliff said, 
"we're OK. And that sometimes 
happens even In the Schilling 
Center. Our objective as a com-
pany Is that no one should have 
to wait longer than 10 minutes." 
Other improvements will 
Include an expanded product 
line. Ratliff said school supplies, 
souvenirs and clothing will be 
more varied. "Dorm accessories 
we'll definitely 
^ ^ ^ • " • ^ ^ expand upon," 
he said. "Our 
music area we 
definitely want 
to expand." 
He added that 
a wider range of 
books by 
Christian and 
secular authors 
will also be avail-
able. "WeVe tried 
_______ to e ""nd Into 
more non-
Christian titles," he stated, "but 
we have to be very careful." 
Expanded hours of opera-
tion may also be In the works, 
especially for early bird stu-
dents. "One thing we are look-
ing at Is opening earlier In the 
morning, somewhere around 
7:30 or 8 a.m." Ratliff said. 
The bookstore currently opens 
at 9 a.m. 
Ratliff said plans call for the 
bookstore to expand out on 
both sides, and in front it will 
expand to where the SGA 
office Is now located, filling 
about half the space In the 
DeMoss lounge. 
"We're very much aware that 
we'd be taking part of the 
lounge area from students," 
Please see STORE, on Page 5 
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history 
Gloria Gaither 
NOT GUILTY? •— LU students gather around the TVs in DeMoss Hall to await word on the verdict 
in President Clinton's impeachment trial. The Senate fell 17 votes short of a conviction on counts of 
perjury and obstruction of justice. Clinton will now serve out his term, until after the 2000 elections, 
The decision brings to an end an investigation that has lasted since early last year when President 
Clinton first made false statements in the Paula Jones case. 
Clinton is only the second president ever to be impeached by the House of Representatives. Both 
Clinton and Andrew Johnson, in the 1860s, were acquitted by the Senate. Virginia's Senators were 
split, as Republican John Warner voted for one of two counts, while Democrat Chuck Rbbb voted 
against both. President Clinton could still be subject to criminal prosecution after his term expires. 
Gaither will 
headline 
ladies' event 
B Y SHAUNA MALCOM 
Champion Reporter 
The third annual Central 
Virginia Christian Women's 
Conference will be held a t 
Thomas Road Baptist Church 
on March 6. Songwriter and 
speaker Gloria GaitHer will be 
the featured guest. 
Gaither, known as an 
author , lyricist, teacher, 
speaker, mother and grand-
mother, has touched the 
hear ts of. 
a u d i e n c e s 
everywhere. 
She and her 
h u s b a n d . 
Bill Gaither, 
have pro-
duced over 
600 songs, 
60 record-
ings, many 
awards , a 
d o z e n 
musicals , a collection of 
books, three children and 
three grandchildren. 
The theme for this year's 
conference Is ' Ju s t Gloria.' 
Lowry explained that Gaither 
will decide what to discuss 
and teach when she gets here 
to Lynchburg. 
The conference has already 
registered over 450 women, 
with expectations over 600 In 
attendance. 
Lowry, conference coordina-
tor and Liberty University pro-
fessor, encourages students to 
take advantage of such a won-
derful opportunity. 
"More than a ladles' day out. 
It will be a life changing expe-
rience," Lowry said. 
Not only will Gloria Gaither 
bring in a day of inspiration, 
bu t the conference also 
Includes praise leader Sharl 
Falwell, singing team "4:10" 
and Lowry sharing their musi-
cal talents. 
The conference runs from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, 
March 6. Including lunch and 
Please see GAITHER, on Page 4 
W E A T H E R 
C 0 
>&£ 
R N E R 
W 'OLLLh 
Tuesday: 
Partly cloudy. 
High: 59 Low: 31 
Wednesday: 
Showers. 
High: 52 Low: 42 
Thursday: 
ParUy cloudy. 
High: 50 Low: 35 
Friday: 
Showers. 
High: 45 Low: 35 
Heralded author comes to Liberty campus 
BY C H R I S EDWARDS 
News Editor 
It's not often that the author of a 
textbook drops by campus one day 
Just to see one of the places where 
her textbook Is being used — espe-
cially when she's from Arizona. 
Take into account that everyone 
on campus has used her book at 
one time In their Liberty career and 
Thursday's visit by Dr. Josephine 
Shangkuan Ong turns Into more 
than Just a random neighbor say-
ing hello. 
Ong, an administrator at Grand 
Canyon University in Phoenix, 
Ariz., Is the author of "University 
Success," the text used by LU In 
freshman seminar classes for the 
past four years. 
"She looked at her map and knew 
that we used her textbook and said 
'I really want to see that Christian 
university'," said Dr. Pauline 
Donaldson, dean of the College of 
General Studies. 
After giving a couple days of lec-
tures at the United States Naval 
Academy In Annapolis, Md., Ong and 
a colleague drove to Lynchburg 
before flying out of Washington, D.C. 
During her brief stay, she was greet-
ed with a faculty reception and also 
had the chance to give a lecture to two 
freshman Contemporary Issues class-
es and tour the university. 
Ong said that after serving some 
part of her career at a secular uni-
versity, Liberty was a welcome 
place among those who love J e sus 
as she does. 
"I have also been an administra-
tor at the University of Arizona. 
When 1 come to LU, it feels like 1 
am coming home," said Ong. "1 have 
Please see ONG, on Page 4 
M A I I I IJ I wuu 
KEYS TO SUCCESS - Author Josephine Shangkuan Ong speaks to Willie 
Honeycutt's Contemporary Issues class Thursday during her visit to Lynchburg. 
Ong is the author of the textbook LU uses for its freshman seminar classes. 
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Fine Arts Production: 
"Wait Until Dark", directed 
by Linda Nell Cooper, will be 
presented Feb. 25, 26, 27 
and March 4,5,and 6 at 7:30 
p.m at Lloyd Theater in the 
Fine Arts Hall. To order tick-
ets, call 582-2085. The 
event is sponsored by the LU 
Department of Fine Arts. 
Bible Study: The Women of 
Honor Bible study is held 
every Monday at Professor 
Bev Lowry's house at 7:30 
p.m. For more information 
or directions, go to Prof. 
Lowry's office in the Teacher 
Education building. 
Minority Honors: MISO pre-
sents the 4th Annual Minority 
Student Achievement Awards 
Saturday, Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. at 
the Holiday Inn Select. Cost is 
$25. Tickets must be pur-
chased by Feb. 19. For more 
information, call ext. 2688. 
Ministry Emphasis Week: 
Ministry Emphasis Week will 
be held through Feb. 19 with 
displays set up in the 
DeMoss Hall Atrium. 
Auditions: Music ministry 
team auditions will be held 
on Feb. 22 and 23 in the 
Fine Arts Hall. Sign up 
sheets are outside of Fine 
Arts 212. Tryouts are for LU 
students only. 
Career Fair: The Career 
Center will host a Career 
Fair on Tuesday, March 9 
from 11:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
in the Reber-Thomas Dining 
Hall. For more information, 
call ext. 2352. 
Resume Assistance: The 
Career Center hosts a 
resume Assistance seminar 
I every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in 
DeMoss Hall (DH) 118. 
Register at the Career Center 
at DH 107. 
Bible Study: The Holy 
Nation Bible Fellowship 
hosts a Bible study every 
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in the 
prayer chapel. All are wel-
come to attend. For more 
information, call 1-800-
. FAITH-A1. 
Women's Conference: The 
third annual Central Virginia 
Christian Women's Conference 
presents Gloria Gaither, Sat., 
March 6 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
at Thomas Road Baptist 
Church. Cost is $15 for stu-
dents; $20 for faculty and 
staff. Cost includes lunch. For 
more information, contact Bev 
Lowry at 846-0886 or Natasha 
Lowry at 528-1035. 
Jazz Concert: The Lynchburg 
Community Concert series 
presents the Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band, Tuesday, March 23 
at 8 p.m. in the E.C. Glass 
High School Auditorium. 
Selah Photos: The last 
chance for students to have 
their portraits taken for the 
1999 yearbook will be Feb. 
23-25. The times are: the 
23rd and 25th from 11-2 and 
the 24th from 10-2. For more 
information, call ext. 2124. 
Revival Conference: The 
Roanoke Valley Baptist 
Association presents the 
"Experiencing God Through 
Revival Conference" with 
Henry Blackaby, March 7-9 
at First Baptist Church in 
Roanoke. For more informa-
tion, call (540) 366-7631. 
Philosophy Colloquium: 
Papers are requested for 
Liberty's 3rd annual 
Philosophy Colloquium. The 
topic is any aspect of 
thought on Soren 
Kierkegaard and the due 
date is March 31. For more 
information, contact Dr. 
Michael McKenzie at 582-
2467. 
Send postings as far in 
advance as possible to 
Chris Edwards, c/o the 
Liberty Champion. 
Student life holds first-ever 
Valentines dinner theater 
BY JKNNIFKR PAULES 
Champion Reporter 
David's Place was closed 
Saturday evening Feb. 13 for a 
special Sweetheart Banquet 
planned by Student Life. 
This was the first time an event 
of this nature has been held for 
the students by Student Life. 
"We wanted to do something 
new and fun for Valentine's Day." 
said Student Life's Matt 
Gallagher. 
"It was something that was low-
cost and that a bunch of friends 
could get together and go to, 
because a lot of times going to a 
restaurant on Valentine's Day can 
be rather expensive." 
Gallagher got together with 
Travis Hundt, who works at the 
Sub-Station in David's Place, and 
thought up the dinner. 
David's Place was filled with 
girls dressed in all different styles 
of gowns, and the guys were all 
decked out In their tuxedos. 
Many girls were holding flow-
ers, and the place was filled with 
balloons everywhere and music in 
the background. 
Dorm 26-2 and Dorm 10 
made the event a brother/sister 
dorm activity. 
"We put up a sign in both of 
the dorms about the banquet," 
said Ash Westbrook, a junior 
from Dorm 10. "Then we took a 
bath, brushed our teeth and 
came down." The dorms even 
took pictures together before 
the banquet. 
"I j u s t grabbed my room-
mate's dress," Laura Kemzler, a 
freshman from dorm 26-2, said. 
The tables had red coverings 
on them, the same ones that 
were used for coffee house, and 
they had name cards so those in 
attendance knew where to sit. 
There was also hard candy 
placed around the candle in the 
center of the table. THe meal 
began with apple Jell-O and 
whipped cream. For the main 
course, s tudents had their 
Blackaby coming to Roanoke 
for March revival conference 
BY CHRIS EDWARDS 
News Editor 
The author of a popular 
Bible study text will headline a 
conference on revival March 7-
9 in Roanoke. 
Henry Blackaby, co-author of 
"Experiencing God" will be the 
featured speaker a t the 
"Experiencing God Through 
Revival Conference" a t First 
Baptist Church in Roanoke. 
Blackaby is currently the 
special assistant to the presi-
dent of prayer and spiritual 
awakening a t the North 
American Mission Board of the 
Southern Baptist Convention. 
He is also a consultant of the 
Baptist Sunday School Board and 
the International Mission Board. 
"Experiencing God", a Bible 
study guide he co-wrote with 
Claude V. King, has been one of 
the most widely used Bible 
studies of the "903. 
The conference begins with a 
Sunday night worship service at 
6:30 p.m. on March 7. 
Blackaby will host a 1:30 
p.m. session on Monday for 
pastors and church starf 
members. He will also lead a 
general session each evening 
at 7 p.m. 
In addition, various sessions 
will be held during the day 
Monday and Tuesday. The sem-
inar titles include "The Power of 
the Call," "Prayer for Revival 
and Spiritual Awakening," 
"Fresh Encounter/Return to 
Worship" and Trusting God," 
for women only. 
The conference Is sponsored 
by the Roanoke Valley Baptist 
Association. For more informa-
tion, call (540) 366-7631. 
Nearly 500 students 
expected for CFAW 
T E D NEUMANN 
WAITING FOR DESSERT - Charles Schmitz and Jennifer Paules wait 
for dessert before the showing of 'The Princess Bride" during Student 
Life's first-ever dinner theater Saturday night at David's Place. 
choice of steak or chicken and a 
baked potato, and for the 
dessert they provided raspberry 
cheesecake. And after dinner, 
they watched the movie, "The 
Princess Bride." 
There was about 56 people who 
attended, which is pretty good for 
the first time. And the general 
consensus was poslUve. 
"I thought It was pretty good," 
sophomore Tiffany McCauslin 
said. "We should do something 
like this more often." 
"The dining was exquisite," 
added Junior Jason Zug. 
Tony Bonavlta, a senior resi-
dent assistant for dorm 10, 
attended with his date Wendolyn 
Summers, a freshman, who he 
met at David's Place at the begin-
ning of the year. 
The night held special memo-
ries and a promise of things to 
come for the couple. 
"There Isn't a ring yet, but 
there will be In the near future," 
Bonavita said. 
BY DAN FERGUSON 
Champion Reporter 
The first College for a Weekend 
(CFAW) of the semester begins 
Thursday, Feb. 18 and runs 
through Sunday, Feb. 21. 
Chris Johnson, director of 
recruitment, said 449 prospective 
students are registered and will 
begin arriving on Wednesday. 
Visitors from as near as West 
Virginia and as far as the Grand 
Cayman Islands are expected. 
" We pick them up at the air-
port, train station and bus sta-
tion," Johnson said. 
The prospective students will 
be accompanied by 173 spon-
sors and five youth pastors. 
Johnson expects both of these 
numbers to go up. The universi-
ty encouraged youth pastors to 
attend by offering to pay hotel 
expenses for those who bring 
seven or more Juniors or seniors. 
Activities planned for the 
weekend Include a late skate, 
meetings with Dr. Falwell and 
Dr. Borek, and various activi-
ties at David's place. 
Admissions counselors will 
meet with students In DeMoss 
Hall on Friday. 
Students will be divided Into 
four groups according to 
region. The activities at 
David's Place Friday and 
Saturday nights will include 
laser Imaging and "Make your 
own music video." 
"This will be one of our 
largest (CFAW weekends) in 
comparison with the February 
weekends of the past," 
Johnson said. 
Johnson credits admission 
counselors, mailing, telemar-
keting and the Liberty website 
as the " keys to contacting 
prospective students." 
A complete schedule and 
description of the weekend's 
events can be found at the 
Liberty website at 
www.llberty.edu. 
.<» Are you ready for the best, most 
©V^^dfl jP challenging summer of your life? 
Then apply for work at Hume Lake 
Christian Camps in the beautiful 
Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
Positions include waterfront, high 
adventure course, food service, 
guest services, maintenance, 
administration and camp staffs. 
Get in touch with your career cen-
ter for interview and pick up an 
application. 
Contact person on campus: Karin Griffin 
Dates of recruiting visit: February 25-26 
KERR TIRE& AUTOMOTIVE ^CENTERS. 
Lynchburg's Complete Automotive Center 
P A S S E N G E R 
T I R E S 
American Car Care 
Michelin - Kelly 
Firestone - UniRoyal 
Pirelli - General 
Nitto 
L I G H T T R U C K 
ACC Prospector 
Brigadier Sidewinder 
Firestone - General 
UniRoyal Laredo 
Michelin 
Kerr Auto Body 
1101 5th Street 
847-1200 
Kerr Auto Parts Kerr Tire & Auto 
1101 5th Street 1005 Sheffield Drive 
847-5555 237-6469 
S E R V I C E S 
Expert Brake Repair 
Custom Exhaust 
Struts & Shocks 
Lube, Oil, And Filter 
State Inspection 
Computer Alignments 
Maintenance Tune-ups 
Clutch Replacement 
Transmission Service 
Driveability Testing 
Engine Diagnostics 
O T H E R S E B V I C E B 
• Auto Sales 
• Complete Auto Body Shop 
• Rentals - Late Model Cars 
and Vans 
• 24 hour Towing 6 lO-l 690 
• Used Auto Parts 
LETS CO KROGERiMCI 
FOOD & DRUG 
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, SPRITE, 
DIET COKE OR 
COCA COLA CLASSIC 
12-PACK12-OZ. CANS 
3/$ 
LIMIT THREE WITH 
$15.00 OR MORE 
PURCHASE. 
Kerr Automotive 221 Auto 
1140 Park Avenue Rt.221 Forest 
Kerr Tire Store 528-2333 Peakland Chevron 385-8966 
1018 6th Street 4121 Boonsboro 
845-5963 384-5868 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
• Bring all your car needs to us! 
• Lube, oil, and filter $19.95 
includes 5 qts. of oil, filter & 25 point 
safety check. 
• Check our prices on tires, we won't be 
beat!! 
THORN APPLE VALLEY 
TURKEY BREAST 
OR SLICED HAM 
VLB. PKG. 
BUY ONE-GET ONE 
FREE! 
CALIFORNIA CRISP OR 
FRESH EXPRESS 
GARDEN SALAD 
12-16-OZ. PKG. 
BUY ONE-GET ONE 
FREE! 
SLICED 
A R M O U R 
B O L O G N A 
l-LB. PKG. 
BUY ONE-GET ONE 
FREE! 
KROGER 
BUTTERCRUST 
BREAD 
20-OZ. 
BUY ONE - GET ONE 
FREE! 
r -
FULL LINE 
KROGER 
ANALGESICS 
BUY ONE-GET ONE 
OF SAME VARIETY 
FREE! 
BUY O N E SALAD BAR 
GET O N E OF EQUAL 
OR LESSER VALUE 
FREE! 
AVAILABLE ONLY IN STORES 
WITH PRODUCE SALAD BARS. 
LIMIT, ONE COUPON PER 
CUSTOMER. COUPON GOOD 
THROUGH FEB. 20, 1999. 
WED 
17 
THUR 
1 8 
FRI 
1 9 
SAT 
20 
Items & Prices Good Through February 20,1999 In 
Lynchburg. Copyright 1999 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We 
reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to 
dealers. 
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University 
outlines 
work order 
procedures 
BV.CREIO RAIKES 
Champion Reporter 
Leaky faucets, backed up 
plumbing, blown lights and 
defective heaters. 
These are just some of the 
problems dorm students can 
get fixed by contacting Liberty's 
field operations department 
According to department offi-
cials, the best way to reach the 
office is by leaving a message at 
the university work order line at 
extension 7650. 
"Our goal is to respond within 
24 hours," said Dave Caswell, 
assistant director of field opera-
tions. "The only thing that 
would be a delay would be hav-
ing to order parts." 
During emergencies, such as 
a broken water neater, a flooded 
dorm or loss of power in the 
dorm, students can call LUPD 
at extension 7641. 
Students can also e-mail their 
work orders in at work 
orders@liberty.edu. "The fastest 
way to get it done is by phone 
because Tm there," said Bernice 
Hotaling, work order clerk. "If 
its after hours, when I get here 
in the morning the first thing I 
do is check the voice mail, and 
then the e-mail* 
One problem staff is finding 
with the work order line is that 
students are leaving incomplete 
Information. Another is stu-
dents tliinking someone else 
has called it tn when they 
haven't Students should check 
with their RA's before calling to 
a work order to make sure no 
one has called it in yet This 
would prevent repetitious mes-
sages from being left on the 
work order line. 
According to Maintenance 
Manager Charles Spence, a 
large problem students have is 
the heaters. Some of these are 
due to the differences between 
roommates. "It's not unusual to 
have kids in a room, one from 
Hawaii and one from Alaska, 
who call and one is freezing to 
death and one is burning up. 
When you go and check the 
problem it's really moderate," 
said Spence. 
A popular call this year has 
been a student who wants a 
piece of furniture or a bed 
removed from the room or 
replaced. In accordance with 
residence life policy and the 
Liberty Way, the university is 
unable to remove any unused 
furniture from a room because 
of a lack of storage space. 
The school needs to know 
how many beds are available 
for camps and College for a 
Weekend. "If a bed cracks or 
breaks we will make sure we 
get a work order and we do 
have some beds on hand," 
said Caswell. 
Caswell is proud of the fast 
work response time of his crew. 
"Charles and I went to another 
major university and asked 
them how long it would take to 
get a student's sink unstopped. 
They said between five and 
seven days so they can get it in 
the computer," said Caswell. 
Senate provides food court input 
BY CHRIS EDWARDS 
News Editor 
The Student Senate of the Student 
Government Association (SGA) passed In 
Its Thursday session a bill that requests 
the university administra-
tlon to review the current 
construction of the new 
food court 
The "Food Court Review 
and Oversight Act", drafted 
by the class officers com-
mittee and authored by 
Michael Kostlew, vice-pres-
ident of student services, 
was passed by a standing 
vote of 42-5. 
Junior class president 
Chris Stewart, who pre-
sented the bill before the 
Senate, said students 
expressed in the location 
and design of the new 
building and desire a brick 
facing to the building, 
instead of the current front, 
which resembles the 
Schilling Center. 
The bill asks for a review 
of the building and its 
design and that the univer-
sity "make immediate cor-
rections by facing all four 
sides with a brick that cor-
responds to the desired 
aesthetic values of a 
Jeffersonian campus." 
According to Dave Young, 
LU vice-president of finance 
and administration, most of 
the imput from the Senate 
Is already part of the design of the build-
ing. 
The text also states the support of the 
SGA for the food court idea and the uni-
versity's effort In Improving the level of 
student services and social atmosphere 
on campus. 
All senators who spoke during deba'tes 
were for the measure, citing location, aes-
thetics and proposed vendors as reasons 
for their support. However, some sena-
ANY QUESTIONS? — Junior Class President Chris Stewart takes ques-
tions on the "Food Court Review and Oversight Act" Thursday in senate. 
tors questioned If the bill was feasible at 
this stage of construction. 
The construction of the food court, 
which has been pushed back due to con-
struction delays, has been slated for 
completion by late March, according to 
statements by Larry Ferguson, executive 
director for finance and auxiliary ser-
vices, in the Feb. 2 Issue of the 
Champion. The same article stated that 
the Espressway Cafe and Home Land 
Cafeteria would occupy the new building 
when It opens. 
Stewart also 
mentioned during 
the session that the 
class officers com-
mittee drafted a letter 
to University 
President Dr. John 
M. Borek Jr. and 
sent It to his office 
that afternoon, with 
a copy of the bill. 
The bill must be 
signed by SGA presi-
dent Alfred 
Thompson, and 
passed through Mike 
Stewart, dean of stu-
dent life and Mark 
Hlne, vice president 
of student develop-
ment, before reach-
ing Borek for consid-
eration. 
A separate bill 
passed by the 
Senate allows for 
students who serve 
as reserve members 
of the military to 
earn Christian ser-
vice credit 
Senator Garet 
Robinson, the author 
of the bill, said the 
time requirement of one weekend • per 
month should qualify for credit The bill 
passed overwhelmingly by an aye vote 
and must also pass through the usual 
channels before ultimately reaching Lew 
Welder, Christian service coordinator. 
JOHN FISHER 
LU music teams to hold auditions 
Students can reserve slots in Fine Arts hall for February 22 and 23 
NATIONAL 
u D 
B Y JENNIFER PAULES 
Champion Reporter 
For two days next week, 
Liberty students will have 
the opportunity to audi-
tion for a permanent slot 
on the "Old Time Gospel 
Hour." Or, maybe they'll 
land a spot on fun-filled 
w e e k e n d s ministering to 
the youth of America. How 
about a chance to share 
what God is doing in the 
world through missions? 
And they'll get to sing 
too On Monday, Feb. 22, 
and Tuesday, Feb. 2 3 , 
there will be music min-
istry team auditions for 
The Sounds Of Liberty, 
YouthQuest, and LIGHT in 
Fine Arts 101 between 6 
p.m. and 10 p.m. 
Linwood Campbell has 
replaced David Randlett as 
the organizer of the audi-
tions. 
He works a t Thomas 
Road Baptist Church as 
the arranger and accom-
panist for Robbie Hlner. 
"This Is a good opportu-
nity for anybody on cam-
pus tO try a H H B B B B , 
out their 
singing abil-
I t y , " 
C a m p b e l l 
said. "And 
we're trying 
to be as 
a c c o m m o -
dating as 
possible." 
Andrea L. ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ 
Toml lnson , 
administrat ive ass i s tan t 
for YouthQuest, made a 
similar statement. 
She said that 100 stu-
dents may try out and the 
teams may only need four. 
But she also said it Is still 
"This is a good 
opportunity for 
anybody on c a m p u s 
to try out their 
singing ability." 
- Linwood Campbell 
TRBC music staff 
a great opportunity for 
those who have always 
wanted to sing, even if 
they are" not music majors. 
Kevin Cher, a sophomore 
majoring in youth ministry 
who works for the 
n a a ^ a i Y o u t h Q u e s t 
P a r l i a m e n t , 
tried out for 
the auditions 
last year. He 
performed the 
B r o o k l y n 
T a b e r n a c l e ' s 
version of 
"His Favorite 
Song of All." 
"I was so 
nervous that I 
through the 
song In my 
kept going 
words of the 
head," said Cher. 
He said that there were 
so many people who 
signed up to try out that 
he felt a little intimidated. 
When he went into the 
room, there was a stage 
and a microphone and a 
bunch of sound equip-
ment. Sitting a t the table 
were about 10 Judges, the 
majority of whom were 
coaches or team leaders 
on the ministry teams, 
with clipboards in their 
hands . 
"I prayed the whole time 
I was singing and 1 didn't 
move around a t all," said 
Cher. After he was done, 
all he could do was pray 
that his song ministered to 
them. 
"It doesn't hur t to try," 
said Cher. "Even if you 
don't make it, at least you 
were seen and they know 
who you are. And the more 
times you get up in front of 
people, the more it takes 
Please see MUSIC, pg. 6 
American Airlines remains 
grounded by pilots' strike 
American Airlines was forced to cancel hun-
dreds more flights over the weekend, as pilots 
continued to stage a "sickouL" 
A federal Judge has ordered the pilots to return 
to work, and the pilots' union has encouraged 
an end to the strike. Judge Joseph Kendall has 
threatened to levy a fine of up to $10 million 
against the pilots. 
Over 1000 flights were cancelled over the 
weekend, stranding tens of thousands of pas-
sengers In airports across the nation. 
Mt. Vernon kicks off drive 
to build Washington image 
The Mount Vernon Ladles' Association has 
begun a campaign to "humanize" George 
Washington. Our first president has been over-
shadowed In recent years by Jefferson and 
Franklin Roosevelt. 
Mount Vernon Director James C. Rees said 
most people who visit Washington's home know 
relatively little about his life. He said some visitors 
confuse Mount Vernon with Mount Rushmore 
(actually In South Dakota), where four president's 
heads are carved In the mountain. 
The campaign hopes to destroy the marble 
Image of Washington and show his human side. 
Tobacco company loses 
another lawsuit battle 
A Jury has billed Philip Morris $50 million 
in a lawsuit filed by a former three-pack-a-
day smoker. 
Patricia Henley, who has been diagnosed with 
inoperable lung cancer, said she was stunned by 
the verdict and will give the money to anti-tobac-
co groups. 
Hemley had only asked for a $15 million set-
tlement Philip Morris plans to appeal, arguing 
that it prints warning labels on every pack of cig-
arettes and that smokers take risks by choice. 
Court upholds verdict in 
AIDS/karate case 
A U.S. appeals court has upheld a lower court 
ruling that an HIV-infected boys rights were not 
violated when he was barred entrance to a 
karate class. 
The three-Judge panel ruled that the protec-
tion of other children Is paramount In a sport 
I where blood is frequently spilled. 
The karate school had offered to give the boy pri-
vate lessons to reduce the risk to other children, 
but his parents retiised the offer. The school's 
lawyer expressed satisfaction with the ruling. 
Hillary Clinton weighs 
Senate challenge in N.Y. 
Now that the impeachment trial is over, first 
lady Hillary Clinton Is considering a run for the 
open U.S. Senate seat from New York. 
White House chief of staff John Podesta said 
Sunday that Clinton will win if she runs. Clinton 
herself has not indicated her Intentions, but has 
not discouraged speculation either. 
The seat Is being vacated by Daniel Moynlhan. 
RECORDS 
GREAT PRICES 
*New and Used 
45's - LP's - CD's - Tapes -
Posters - T-shirts 
Trade in your CD's and Cassettes 
NEW LOCATION 
The Plaza - Memorial Ave. 
(lower level, near J.Crew) 
845-2502 
GRAGG'S 
BUSINESS SERVICE, LLC 
Income Tax & Bookkeeping 
• Personal •Corporations • Small Business 
(Call Dennis E. Gragg For Appointment) 8 4 6 - 4 8 7 0 
Efficient - Experienced - Reliable 
Returns Available For Every State In U.S. 
Short Forms, Fed & 1 State: $25.00 Additional States: $5.00 
Put experience to work for you. graggtax@earthlink.net 
DEERW00D APARTMENTS 
LIBERTY SPECIAL 
ONE MONTHfe FREE RENT! 
AND 
REDUCED SECURITY DEPOSIT 
Superior housing affordable to the moderately 
incomed individuals or families 
Income Limitations Apply 
FIREPLACES • WASHER / DRYER HOOK UPS • MINI BLINDS 
CENTRAL HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING • BALCONIES / PATIOS 
LARGE DINING AREA • STORAGE AREAS 
WALL TO WALL CARPETING • DISHWASHER • DISPOSAL 
FROST FREE REFRIGERATOR 
GREAT CABINET & COUNTER SPACE 
COIN LAUNDRY & COMMUNITY ROOM 
Tennis court, two pools, playground equipment, and rural setting. 
600 Reusens Road • Lynchburg, Virginia 24503 
Phone: (804) 384-7730 • Fax: (804) 384-1809 
CHUNG KING 
Super Buffet 
Cany out 
and 
Delivery 
Tuesday nitfht special 
10% off with student ID 
239-3444 
HOURS: 
11:30am - 2:30pm LUNCH BUFFET: 
4:30pm - 10:30Pm DINNER: 
FAMILY Tburefittat Night 
BUFFET Sunday 11:30am - 2:30pm 
7118 TUnberialw Rd Lynchburg 
Banquet 
Facilities 
available 
- -
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Teletubby trouble 
brings media focus 
to Falwell, NLJ 
Continued from page I 
Falwell shows little respect for 
an Individual's right to priva-
cy," he said. 
In his "Falwell Fax," the 
chancellor noted that colum-
nist Michael Musto wrote In 
the Washington Blade - a 
homosexual newspaper- "It's a 
great message to kids; not only 
that It's OK to be gay, but the 
importance of being well-
accessorized." That column 
was written in April 1998. 
Falwell said his comments 
have nothing to do with "gay-
bashing," but only with a con-
cern over the messages chil-
dren are receiving. "As a 
Christian, I believe that role-
modeling the gay lifestyle Is 
damaging to the moral lives of 
children," Falwell said. 
"Children's minds are our 
most precious resource and 
should be treated with care." 
"Through this ... unfair por-
trayal of me as the 'outer' of 
Tlnky Winky, 1 have been 
afforded a wonderful opportu-
nity to share the gospel of 
Christ," Falwell said in his fax. 
Falwell reiterated the theme 
that sparked the controversy -
a warning to parents to know 
what their children are playing 
with and watching on televi-
sion. "I encourage parents to 
stand as Informed guardians 
of the messages communicated 
to their children ... and not to 
leave that most important of 
responsibilities in the hands of 
others whose motives may be 
questionable," he concluded. 
Focus on our world 
E M I N E PTXJORE 
SHARING THE GOSPEL - The table for UFM International awaits visitors Sunday as missionary orga-
nizations from around the county prepared for Ministry Emphasis Week, which runs until Feb. 19. 
Ong tells message of success 
Continued from page 1 
been at a Christian school 
since I was a little girl." 
During her lecture, Ong 
spoke from her book on how to 
be a success in college and In 
life. Though she pointed out 
that reading widely, setting 
goals and choosing good 
friends are necessary in the 
process, Ong said the center of 
any successful venture is 
J e sus Christ. 
"Center your life in Jesus 
Christ," said Ong. "You want to 
be successful. It's not bad to 
want to have a successful 
career ... to be able to have 
wonderful kids, and it's not 
bad to have fame, success and 
fortune, but that should not be 
your focus ... because if you do 
then you will be off balance." 
"Jesus has to be the center of 
your life and if you have that 
focus then the rest will come. 
And you will understand that 
there are setbacks in life ... 
barriers that you can cling on 
Jesus Christ." 
Ong also showed the class a 
tape about her work in insti-
tuting a camp for the gifted 
and talented In the 
Philippines. In addition, she 
shared some about her new 
book, "Raising Whiz Kids: Crib 
to College" and a little about 
her own "whiz kids." 
Her oldest daughter, Natalie, 
graduated from high school 
when she was 16 and graduat-
ed from Stanford University at 
age 19. After she completed 
medical school, Natalie, now 
22, is completing her surgical 
residency a t the University of 
California at San Francisco 
Medical Center. 
Ong's two twin daughters, 
Melanie and Destree, are fin-
ishing this year at Stanford as 
well, one with a pre-med major 
and the other with a computer 
systems major. 
Ju s t i n , at age 16, has 
already won numerous nation-
al science and math awards 
and has been tackling univer-
sity thesis level math problems 
since he was nine. He also 
doubles as the teen film critic 
for the Arizona Republic. 
Despite all their family 
accomplishments and suc-
cesses, Ong still grants credit 
to a dominating factor in their 
lives. 
"The most important thing 
that I could give them is their 
love for the Lord," she said. 
Gaither makes 
TRBC visit for 
ladies seminar 
Continued from page 1 
lunch and all conference 
materials, the cost is only $15 
for s tudents and $20 for fac-
ulty and staff. The regular 
conference price is $25. 
With the conference a few 
weeks away, Lowry encourages 
others to pray. 
Beginning Saturday, Feb. 
27, at 9 a.m. (which is the 
same time as the conference), 
women are encouraged to 
come to TRBC to pray for the 
conference. 
Also, during the week, build-
ing up to the conference, 
someone will be praying on the 
hour for God to accomplish a 
mighty work in the hearts of 
the women who attend the 
conference. 
According to Lowry, this will 
be an exciting day of inspira-
tion and fellowship es tab-
lished to praise and honor the 
Lord Jesus and to encourage 
ladles in their personal walk 
with Him. 
For additional Information 
call Lowry at 846-0886. 
Cot a NEWS TIP or 
STORY IDEA? 
Cau, 582-2124 
C T H E L I B E R T Y 
H A M P I O N (N 
M a k e A n I m p a c t f^s 
<»r, 
InConcert **«£%S>r 
]$# imm. Jfc H f ^ ^ f^ Jft I f l f %em 
I T H S P E C I A L Q U E S T S 
L e S S <X~JrAH LOCAL 
Fr iday , February 1 9 t h 7 : 3 0 p m - $ 3 . 0 0 Cover 
1101 Floyd Street, Lynchburg Phone: 845-6095 
Early Spring Tune Up Special 
Bikes Unl imi ted 
Regular Price $ 3 4 . 9 9 SPECIAL Price $ 2 4 . 9 9 
Includes: - Brake & Gear Adjustments 
-Tension Spokes 
- Lube, Chain & Cables 
M-F10-7 SAT 10-5 CLOSED SUN 2248 Lakeside Dr. 
385-4157 
W27® m® ^raass 
White Oak Management' 
Company 
528-1091 
845-0194 
%t 
Get t^odr -fictdre \Q 
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LU professor conquers her 
cancer to sing again on stage 
B Y JAIME Oi,ARK 
Champion Reporter 
After a severe Inflammatory 
attack and four progressive surg-
eries for cancer of the mouth (1995 
to 1997), Dr. Karen Parker, 
Department Chair of Teacher 
Education at LU, has experienced 
a spectacular recovery. 
During this trial, doctors said It 
was doubtful that Parker would 
ever speak In public or sing again. 
Yet her recovery was so spectacu-
lar that she has since auditioned 
for and played In two productions 
at the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center. 
"Music Is something 1 have 
missed," said Parker, "and I am 
glad to have It back." 
Parker studied at Tennessee 
Temple University as a vocal major 
where she met and married her 
husband, also a vocal major. She 
went on to Florida International 
University and received a master's 
degree for reading while teaching 
at a Christian school. She also 
obtained her doctorate In reading 
and special education from the 
University of Miami. 
However, music in a Church set-
ting was her main genre. 
"Although music hasn't been my 
career ... IVe moved Into teaching, 
but music has always been a spe-
cial love In my family." 
In college she also performed in 
various productions, one of which 
was a "Gilbert and Sullivan" show. 
Parker was offered a position at 
Liberty University in the Fall of 
1986, to teach Reading and 
Elementary Music. She is now the 
chair of the teacher education 
department LU. 
In late 1995, Parker was struck 
with an Inflammatory attack of the 
Joints, which left her very limited in 
her body movement. Medication 
brought this under control, but for 
the past five semesters she's had to 
teach all classes sitting down. 
Hardship came further In late 
1996 when Parker discovered a 
lump on her tongue that did not go 
away. A visit to the oral surgeon 
saw the lump cut out and sent 
away for examination. It was 
found to be malignant and a sec-
•• .t.<at3H , . • . 
ond surgery was 
called for to 
ensure a "clean 
margin". 
After only a 
few months the 
lump returned 
and "punch" 
biopsies were 
done, yet none 
showed cancer. 
The lump con-
tinued to grow 
and Parker was 
referred to Dr. 
Levlne, at the 
University of 
Virginia Medical 
Center, who has 
done "thousands 
of head and neck 
cancer surg-
eries." 
In December, 
1997, cancer 
was found again, 
this time under 
the lump on her 
tongue. 
Parker was In 
the hospital the 
week before and 
the week of Christmas for the third 
and fourth surgeries. These 
Included a neck dissection, remov-
ing one third of the glands In her 
neck to make sure the cancer had 
not spread. One fourth of Parker's 
tongue was also removed during 
these surgeries. 
Before the surgeries an emotion-
al time In the family circle com-
menced as family members tear-
fully listened to Karen Parker sing 
the traditional "Silent Night" In a 
Christmas gathering. Both she 
and the family recognized the enor-
mous treasure this Cancer could 
take. Her voice was and imperative 
tool In the pastime she loved so 
much. 
It was a very sobering and emo-
tional experience for Parker. "It 
makes you think more about eter-
nity," she admits. 
After the surgeries, speech and 
physical therapy were high priori-
ties (throat surgery also affects the 
shoulderi. Support was given in 
" • — — — • 
ormer Liberty baseball coach 
oes abroad to share Christ 
COURTESY OP KAREN PARKER 
TO SING AGAIN - LU professor Dr. Karen Parker 
performs in the "Pirates of Penzance", a November 
production at the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center. 
know a lot of people were praying 
for me," she says, "not knowing If I 
would be able to sing". 
Parker made It a personal goal to 
at least audition for "The Sound of 
Music" at the Lynchburg Fine Arts 
Center. She reached her goal and 
was pleasantly surprised when she 
was offered a role as a nun In the 
Nun's Choir. The role was vocally 
and physically challenging, but 
enjoyable. 
She went on to audition and 
obtain a lead role In Gilbert and 
Sullivan's "Pirates of Penzance," 
which opened November 7, 1998. 
This role was extremely challeng-
ing as well, in light of Its difficult 
language and physical movement 
(one scene, Parker props her leg up 
in effort to retrieve a sword 
engulfed In the wall!). 
The first human Interest article 
in the University of Virginia's med-
ical journal, The Ontolog," will be 
written on Karen Parker's story. 
She will also appear at Cancer 
Awareness Day In April. 
rftfj^tty takes some of these same 
pjayers ahd coaches to time than1 
30 countries. 
The missionaries set up times 
and places for the team to have 
baseball clinics. thp team 
i^ghjk the children the basics of 
baibhaH and then the kids 
•^ t>uld play a game. 
% After the game a team member 
|f&ve.-foi* testimony and then 
iter team meihfeer would 
jtjjjs...gospel,.."Seeing, the. 
* kids had In the gospel 
Coach Hunton said 
orga- was the high point of his trip. 
The team arrived in Santa. Ctw 
to 90-degree weather. 
les and government offt-i 
lij^dethe team.The mi*', 
stonartes built a baseball flekl In 
preparation for the team's min-
istry. The governor, mayor and 
other government officials met 
MK&e team and discussed the 
for the trip. These meet 
gave the team a chance to 
Jesus with tiie wealthy and 
powerful. 
The group flew from Santa Cru/. 
• 
to La Paz, Hie nation's cap 
Once again the team was gree; 
with enthusiasm. The \M 
Embassy and the local Spoi 
Commission sponsored die ml 
fstry ai La Paz. 
••  The team- appeared; on :TV. 
times during their stay. 
days following die TV » 
ances more children; 
show up at the soccer 
where the clinics took p! 
During the time in La 
U.S. ambassador, Donna 
met with the team. Coach Hunton 
asked ht;r at the end of the meet-
ing if the team could pray for her. 
"That caught her off guard; she 
said no one had ever asked her 
that." Coach Hunton said. The 
team was able to pray for me 
ambassador before they left. 
The 10-day trip was a success, 
with many salvation 
and many more being e: 
the gospel. Gad granted 
ntfjes to mtoisterilipilf 
many people. Coach 
take off for Italy in the lost 
March for another trip. 
Store preparing for update 
Continued from page 1 
Ratliff said. "One thing we're 
looking to incorporate into the 
store is a lounge inside where 
students can relax and read." 
He said the rock wall planters 
In DeMoss may be removed, 
and the relocation of the 
Espressway Cafe to the new 
food court will also help offset 
the decreased traffic area. 
Ratliff said the expansion idea is 
not new. "Originally we planned to 
do this last summer." He said 
Inability to make adequate plans 
forced the postponemenL 
However, Ratliff said the 
delay was beneficial. "We were 
able to take more time and fig-
ure out exactly what we want-
ed," he said. 
Cost estimates for the project are 
approximately $500,000. 
MATT HIEMBO 
GOING, GOING, GONE - This area between the current bookstore 
and the SGA offices will be taken over this summer by the proposed 
renovations to the facility, scheduled to begin after graduation in May. 
ROBERTSON SCHOOL OF GOVERNME 
ON-CAMPUS AND ONLINE GOVERNMENT DEGREES FOR TODAY'S LEADERS 
merica needs more men and women with integrity and honor to enter our 
nation's political process. Whether your area of interest is at the federal, 
state or local level, the Robertson School of Government will provide you 
with the foundational theories and practical skills you need to make your 
mark in the world of politics and government. 
Our placement rate is 95%! Graduates of the school are effective domestic 
and international policy-makers, elected officials, campaign managers, legisla-
tive aides, and nonprofit leaders. Every day our alumni make a difference. 
Choose from these flexible On-Campus and Online Degrees: 
M.A. IN PUBLIC POLICY • M.A. IN POLITICAL MANAGEMENT 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (M.P.A.) 
REGENT 
UNIVERSITY 
1000 Regent University Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23464-9800 
E-mail: govschool@regent.edu 
www.regent.edu/acadlschgov/ 
Call Today For 
More Information 
(888) 800-7735 
Regent University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges und Schools (1866 Southern Ume, 
Decatur, Georgia 300334907; Telephone number 404-6974501) to award the muster's and doctor's degrees. Regent University admits stu-
dents of any disability, race, color, gender, and national or ethnic origin. 
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Civil War seminar focuses at home 
History department weekend will examine role of Lynchburg in the conflict 
BY RICK BOYER 
Editor in Chief 
Students seeking an hour of 
credit this semester have one 
final chance to get It, and to 
have fun Into the bargain. The 
LU department of history Is pre-
senting Its annual Civil War 
Seminar, on March 5 and 6. 
With a theme of "Yankee 
Town, Southern City," the semi-
nar focuses for the first time on 
Lynchburg's role In the bitter 
conflict. 
Liberty has traditionally 
played a large role In remember-
ing America's Civil War heritage. 
English professor Kenny 
Rowlette, who is coordinating 
the seminar with the history 
department, works as a Civil 
War re-enactor. His daughter 
Delanie, a Junior at LU, re-
enacts as well. 
Delanie Rowlette said the 
seminar plans to highlight the 
Important role Lynchburg 
played in the Southern war 
effort. "During the war, 
Lynchburg was a supply base 
for the South. If the Federals 
had captured the railroad sta-
tion in 1864, the war could've 
ended sooner," she said. 
The seminar will cover such 
topics as medical care during 
the war. Civil War music and 
uniforms, and race relations. 
The event will feature 
Virginia Tech professor Dr. 
James I. Robertson, Tech's 
Alumni Distinguished Professor 
of history. 
Robertson Is a noted speaker 
and author on the Civil War. He 
has recently completed his lat-
est book on General Stonewall 
Jackson. He will be speaking 
about Confederate troops from 
Lynchburg and Central Virginia. 
Delanie said Robertson is 
"one of the main highlights" of 
the seminar. "As far as Civil 
War historians 
are concerned, 
he's one of the 
leading Civil 
War historians 
in the nation," 
she said. 
Other fea-
tured speakers 
include Dr. 
Gary Gallagher, 
who teaches 
Civil War histo- mmm"mm*mm~~~ 
ry at the University of Virginia, 
and Joe Ayers. Ayers is one of the 
nation's foremost authorities on 
Civil War music, and will be 
speaking on and performing the 
music of "Banjo Sweeney," the 
Appomattox native who invented 
the five-string banjo. 
Gallagher will speak on the 
life of General Jubal Early, who 
repulsed the only Union force 
to reach Lynchburg during the 
war in June , 1864. Early's out-
numbered force turned back a 
Union detachment under 
General David Hunter. The 
Battle of Lynchburg lasted sev-
eral days. 
Delnn!<_- and her father took 
"It's really interesting to 
learn about 
(Lynchburg's) history 
and importance." 
— Delanie Rowlette 
Civil War re-enactor 
part In last year's re-enactment 
of the battle, along with several 
other Liberty students who are 
also re-enactors. 
Dr. Stephen Tripp, author of 
the book from which the seminar 
gets it name, "Yankee town, 
Southern city," will speak on the 
relations between the races In 
Civil War-era Lynchburg, and 
his presentation may surprise 
some. In fact, 
during the war, 
"blacks were a 
major source of 
stability within 
the town," 
Rowlette said. 
The strange 
title magnifies 
L y n c h b u r g ' s 
split personall-
ty. "Although 
^ " ™ ~ Lynchburg was 
in the South ... there were a lot 
of people at the start of the war 
who did not want Virginia to 
secede," Rowlette noted. 
Liberty history department 
chairman Dr. Cline Hall said 
students who need an hour's 
credit can sign up with the reg-
istrar's office until the first day 
of the event. 
Students will be required to 
write a 15-page paper on some 
aspect of the Civil War, which 
will be due a month after the 
seminar. The tuition fee can be 
reconciled in advance with the 
business office. 
Those who wish to attend but 
do not need credit can register 
with a $25 payment to the his-
tory department by March 3. 
Friday's sessions alone cost 
$10, and Saturday's cost $15. 
Students can also pay at the 
door. 
Hall said a group of LU com-
munications students is work-
ing on a video of Civil War-era 
buildings that still stand in 
Lynchburg, including a ware-
house on 12th Street that 
served as a hospital during the 
war. It will be shown during 
the seminar. 
Delanie said the seminar 
presents everyone with a very 
unique learning opportunity. 
"People learn more and more 
about the town of Lynchburg," 
she said. "It's really Interesting 
to learn about its history and 
importance," she said. 
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CHRISTIAN SUMMER 
CAMPS 
In the Blue Ridge Mountains of 
NORTH CAROLINA 
V<AHDAIK^ / CHOSATONGA 
Seeking STAFF with deep 
commitment to CHRIST. 
Cooks. "Rock Climbing. Horseback 
Mountain Hiking. Tennis. 'Riding. 
White Water Canoeing. 
Swimming. Field Sports. Arts. 
Backpacking. A \ 0 R £ . 
2500 Morgan Mill Rd, 
Brevard NC 28712 • 828-884-
6834 kahdalea@citcom.net 
Apartments 
Mic Ceri l lo 
Manager 
(804) 239-1430 
Timberlake Office 
8500 Beechwood Dr. #1 
Lynchburg, VA 24502 
Beautiful 1,2, & 3 Bedroom 
Apartments located just minutes 
from Liberty University. 
Putt-Putt 
G o l f • G a m e s • G o - K a r t s 
8105 Timberlake Road 
237-PUTT (7888) 
visit us at our Web Site 
HTTP://horae.earthlink.net/-puttputt33 |g? 
Open Daily Year Round! 
Free Golf 
Redeem this 
coupon for one 
Free game of golf 
Buy one get one free 
Exp i res 5 /15 /99 
P u t t - P u t t 
Affordable comfort, 
accessibility, great value,.. 
Central Location, convenient to everything. 
Your Choice of 1,2, or 3 bedroom. Modern 
appliances with dishwashers and disposal. 
Money-saving energy package. From $385 . 
Roomate referral Service Available Hours: 
Mon-Fri 10-6 Sat 10-4 
New Pool Summer 1999 
Fitness Center Available 
Call 237-2901 
r o w.v it o M f s 
L o c a t e d o n M i l l S t r e a m L a n e o f f 
G r a v o s M i l l R o a d n e x t t o Ska te l a n d 
LUBE 
MmtMfmkvut fOTOOTi 
(804) 239-0902 
Mon-Fri 8-6, Sal 8-4 
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General Service & Repair 
A V A
* M L E M o | ,e T han Just Our Name 
Reservafinns Farh, 3 0 1 2 W a r d s R o a d ' L v n c h b u r 9 
Heservations tarty
 ( 2 aocks s o f R | v e r R l d g e Man) 
Official VA State Motor Vehicle Inspection Station #6579 
! 25% off j 1 " " " 
|with coupon i 
I t Pick-ups, trans-
I verse & hard to tune 
I engines additional 
I* Complete engine 
I analysis 
l« Checking fuel & 
I emissions system 
• • Install spark plugs 
I* Inspect filters, belts 
I & hoses 
I t Check & set timing 
I & carburetor 
l« 12000 ml., 12 
Imonthguaarantee 
I whichever comes 
I first 
$44.90* 
Labor 
Plus Parts 
I • Install new disc 
I brake pads only 
| • Inspect rotors-
| turning included 
| • Add fluid as nee-
I ded 
I • Inspect master 
I cylinder 
I I Test drive vehicle 
I t 
$34.90 
Thrust 
Angle 
Alignment 
$44.90 
4 Wheel 
Alignment 
Rear shims and 
installation. 
Labor extra, if required. 
$18.90 
I * Replace oil filter 
I • Lubricate chassis 
I • Free vehicle 
I maintenance 
I inspection 
FREE 
Semi-metallic 
I pads add'I 
I • Some foreign 
I cars, trucks & I I WiPimhutalt Tune-up 
I vans add'l 
J>C ( j j j | j jnjjl^3/J/9 |^ — ^ C o u r j o n ^ x ^ a w g ^ _^ ^ C j U g n ^ j ^ l / 9 / 9 ^ __ _^^ou|)or^E«j)^V9«9_ J 
Tire Rotation & 
Balance or $9.90* 
Oil Change, Lube 
& Filter 
Auditions on tap 
for LU musicians 
1 Apartments 
I 
1 
( 
fl 8 
LANGLEY 1 
FAMILY ] 
TRUST | 
irs. Brendu H. Waller 
Resident Manager 
he Timbers/Craiginonl 
Manor Apartments 
,2,3 Bedrooms offered 
Iffice 385-7120 
#2 Timber Conn 
Lynchburg, VA 24501 
Last Chance 
It's the time your portrait 
can be in the vearbook. 
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your fears away." 
According to Campbell, the 
most Important factor 
judges are looking for Is 
Christians committed to the 
cause of Christ. 
-God may have given you 
the gift of singing, but we 
are looking for how well you 
communicate that gift," 
Campbell said. 
Other factors include good 
pitch, good voice, and stage 
presence. For example, if 
someone tries out and has 
their head down the whole 
time, they're not going to 
make the cut, said Campbell. 
"If people can't see your 
soul or your message, you've 
lost half your ministry and 
goal," Campbell said. "God 
has given each one of us a tal-
ent and He wants us to use it 
to the best of our ability." 
Those who live off campus, 
are visiting during college-
for-a-weekend or are not 
Liberty students can sched-
ule a time to try out. The 
try-outs should last about 
five minutes, and callbacks 
will be held March 2. For 
singers who do not have a 
great sound track, Campbell 
will play the piano. 
According to Campbell, 
judges don't want to publi-
cize what type of singer they 
want, because If the s tu-
dents knew fewer people 
would try out. For Instance, 
if they say a tenor Is needed, 
a soprano might not try out. 
However, one of the other 
teams may need a soprano, 
or a soprano might be need-
ed down the road. Campbell 
wants to have the widest 
possible participation 
According to Cher, the 
whole point of the auditions 
Is Just to get up there and 
worship the Lord and have 
fun. He did not make the 
cut, but he was still glad he 
did it. Cher said he might 
even try out this time and 
sing, "Shine On Us," by 
Phillips, Craig, and Dean. 
This time he hopes to be a 
little calmer. 
It's A Whole New Ball Game! 
FREE GAME PASS 
This cert i f icate entit les the bearer to O N E 
F R E E G A M E of Bowl ing wi th O N E PAID 
G A M E at the regular pr ice. Not val id in 
league, tournamant play of dur ing special 
p romot ions , or wi th any offers. Limit one 
coupon per person per day. 
Valid Sunday thru Thursday 9 pm-Clot* 
lis 
LYNCHBURG LANES 
4643 Murray Bowl 
Lychburg, VA 24502 
(804) 528-BOWL(2695) 
Hills Shopping Center 
237-9877 
Open Mon-Sat 7-9 
Sun 8-6 
! ONE FREE WASH IN DOUBLE L0RDER i 
; With Purchase Of 1 Load 
j COIN LRUNDRV ! 
i Hill Plaza j 
i One Coupon Per Person Per Uisit i 
Z I P 
Z E R 0 
Z I L C H 
N A P A 
N O T H I N G 
WHAT IT COSTS FOR HEAT & HOT WATER 
AT WALDEN PONP APARTMENTS 
O t h e r a m e n i t i e s Include: • Big, home sized room, s to rage 
space, pr ivate pa t ios , choice of laundry fac i l i ty , w/d hook-up or 
w/d furn ished • G u e 6 t su i te available • Weight room, aerobics, 
basketbal l and jogging track • Month ly social ac t i v i t ies available 
• Fully furnished corporate a p a r t m e n t s • A locat ion close t o 
everything • Vo ted Lynchburg's bes t a p a r t m e n t communi ty . 
"^
X
 Call us a t : 6 0 4 - 3 & 5 - 5 0 6 0 L s J 
3 0 0 - E Weeping Willow Dr., Lynchburg, VA 24501 
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HANNAH 
LADWI& 
«4 Horses" song 
shows how to 
trust in God 
i love Margaret Becker's newest song, "Horses." 
'Last night I dreamed of horses 
Coming for my soul 
Taking me to places 
I wasn't ready to go." 
At first I heard this song 
occasionally, b u t now it seems 
like I hear it about 50 times a 
day on the radio. 
Or maybe it's because the 
song plays 20 more times in my 
brain after every1 time I hear it. 
OK. what I really love about 
this song is i t uses a concrete 
image (horses) to portray 
abstract concepts {doubts and 
fears). This is good technique 
from a journalist 's point of 
view, as well as a musician's. 
But more than that, 1 love it 
because Becker seems to be 
singing about me. 
"Last night I dreamed of 
silence 
The sUenW that 1 keep. 
All the things I could have said 
Well, they stole away my 
sleep." 
Do you alWaj's think of the 
perfect comeback after you 
have left the room? Becker is 
singing about something much 
deeper than that. 
She sings at>out the times 
when God wants to speak 
through her. and she is silent. 
"I need to remember 
The horses wiU come. 
I need to remember 
How quickly they run." 
Fears and doubts do come 
quickly. How will I cover my 
post-dated check? What if my 
morti gets really Sick? What is 
that ratttey noise coming from 
my car? 
X" want no regrets 
When the horses come for me. 
I cannot forget 
That the horses come for 
me." 
These words of the chorus are 
most convicting. Can I live my 
life so I have no regrets? When 
Satan sends doubts, can I 
smile and show him that I am 
God's workmanship and that 
God makes all parts of my life 
beautiful? 
"Last night I dreamed you 
were with me. 
You put Your finger to my lips. 
And you told me to be brave 
now. 
I felt like I'd been kissed.' 
The presence of God is the 
greatest reality of my life. Iff 
cannot believe what He says is 
true, then I cannot believe in 
anything; He is a Father com-
forting His child after a scary 
dream. He is an artist paining a 
masterpiece more incredible 
than the Sistine Chapel. 
He is my Father, and 1 am His 
masterpiece. 
*l need to remember 
You're always with me. 
I heed to remember 
You're the reason I breathe." 
. One of my favorite verses is I 
John 4:18: "There is no fear in 
love, but perfect love casts out 
fear." If 1 loved God perfectly, I 
would have no fear. Fear Indi-
cates a lack of trust. 
When 1 was a kid at the den-
tist, the dentist would always 
rub this clear stuff on my teeth 
before he cleaned them. Then 
he would let it sit for about five 
minutes. 
Soon, all th« plaque that I 
thought I had brushed away 
before going to the dentist 
would turn pink. 
My dentist would hold up a 
mirror and say, "see, here is 
where you aren't brushing." 
That Is what doubts and 
fears are. They stand out and 
say, "see here Is where you 
aren't trusting God," 
Satan is still very real, but I 
want to love God perfectly. I 
want no reason to doubt, no 
reason to fear. 
*l want no regrets 
When the horses come for me. 
I cannot forget 
That the horses come for me." 
B Y SCOTT ROMANOSKI 
Life! Reporter 
Off-campus living, to many, is the first taste of freedom, independence and responsibility. 
For most students, it is the first place 
they can call their own. Without required 
convocation or FOCUS attendance, many 
students see the responsibility of indepen-
dence as more than "worth it." 
According to Ed Gomes, dean of 
Graduate and Commuter Students, to be 
approved to live off-campus, a student must 
be 22 years of age or older and have senior 
status (90 credit hours or more), live with 
an immediate family member who is 22 
years of age or older, or receive special per-
mission for medical reasons. 
After meeting these conditions, a student 
desiring permission to live off-campus must 
fill out an application in the Office of 
Graduate and Commuter Students. After 
the application is submitted, it goes to the 
either the dean of men or the dean of 
women for a recommendation. 
"If a recommendation is not given, it is 
usually for disciplinary reasons," said Dean 
Gomes. 
Once the recommendation from the 
appropriate dean is given, the Office of 
Graduate and Commuter Students decides 
whether to give a student permission to 
move off-campus. Gomes also said that all 
LU assistance is cut in half when the stu-
dent decides to move off-campus. Written 
approval is also required before the student 
may sign a lease. 
Once permission is given, the student 
must find a suitable dwelling place. The 
Lynchburg Yellow Pages lists more than 40 
different apartment complexes, for all bud-
gets. In addition, the Office of Graduate and 
Commuter Students also provides a list of 
apartments, houses and mobile homes 
available for renting in the immediate area. 
Junior Haley Slocomb found an apart-
ment with three girls in County Green 
Apartments. 
"I pay $145 a month. It's split four ways," 
Slocomb said about her rent. She also said 
she knew her roommates before she moved 
in with them. 
Anne Krebs, a senior, rents a house with 
two others. 
"A friend at church told me about the 
house," Krebs said 
about her new abode, 
which costs only $200 
a month. 
While most off-cam-
pus students find' • 
places to live with peo-
ple they already know, 
some resort to the all-
too-familiar fliers on 
the bulletin boards 
located throughout 
the campus. Finding a 
roommate in this 
manner seems risky 
to some students, 
however, as they do 
not know who might 
move in with them. 
BEN DUIAK 
POLLY HCNTOON 
HUMBLE ABODE — (above) Roommates Kristine Swanson, Lauren Neary and 
Bonnie Weigel show off their new off-campus residence. (Below left) Dave Woodall 
and Jim Kellaris enjoy the comfort of a private bachelor pad. 
After finding an off-campus residence, the 
student must find a way to furnish the new 
dwelling. Some students, like Krebs, conve-
niently find their lodging already furnished. -
Others, like Slocomb, must find a way to 
furnish it on their own. 
'We each bought something and our fam-
ilies donated some," Slocomb explained. 
Students needing furniture can save 
money by purchasing it at establishments 
such as the Goodwill store on Wards Road, 
or" the DAV store on Timberlake Road. 
Others find good quality affordable mer-
chandise at rummage and yard sales. 
Comedian Jeff Foxworthy describes the 
typical single's first apartment in one of his 
routines as "the closest most people ever get 
to being homeless." But junior Randy 
Wenger disagrees. 
"I get to choose my roommate and have my 
own kitchen and bedroom. I can be respon-
sible for myself," he said. 
With careful planning, however, off-cam-
pus students can proudly display their 
brand-new independence. 
Off-campus living: The student's perspective 
B Y KRISTI KAUFFMAN 
Life! Reporter 
What would it be like to live off-campus you wonder. Resident and non-resident s tudents 
alike have experienced the responsibil-
ities of college life. 
For those students have lived on and 
off-campus, how do they rate both? 
Although not all s tudents may be eli-
gible to live off-campus, here are some 
thoughts on this subject for those con-
templating off-campus living from 
three seniors who are current room-
mates and who experienced both on 
and off-campus life. 
Elementary education major Megan 
Tice explained her reasons for moving 
off-campus. . 
"I'm really glad I stayed on campus 
for my third year," she explained. "I 
met a lot of great people that I never 
would've met if I had moved off-cam-
pus that year." 
"It's cheaper to live off-campus, but 
it forces you to be more responsible 
since you have to 
pay bills, cook, 
clean, etc," she con-
tinued. "Now it's so 
much easier getting 
work done for my 
senior year living off 
campus." 
Tice's favorite 
part about living in 
the dorm was the 
social life and the 
convenience of not 
having to drive 
everywhere, but —————— 
"coming home to your home, your own 
private space." Tice's roommate is 
Dawn Schiller, a health promotion 
major. Schiller likes the fact that she 
has more freedom living off-campus. 
JESSICA MILLEK 
HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS — The Montview Forest complex is just one of 
the many apartments available for rent in Lynchburg. 
"You find out who your 
true friends are 
because you have to 
make an effort to 
spend time with them," 
—Dawn Schiller, 
Off-campus resident 
"I can go to Wal-Mart 
at 2 o'clock in the 
morning if I need to. I 
don't have to make 
plans to go off-campus 
to socialize; I can have 
people over at my 
house to do that." 
A downside to living 
off-campus, she said, 
is the difficulty of 
maintaining friend-
ships after moving off-
— campus. 
"You find out who your true friends 
are because you have to make an effort 
to spend time with them," Schiller 
said. 
Tice's third roommate, bus iness 
marketing major Amber Howland, 
enjoys the more academic benefits of 
apartment living. 
"It's easier to study at the house, on 
your own time without having to walk 
to the library," said Howland. "It also 
makes group meetings more conve-
nient." 
Tice, Schiller and Howland agree 
that both living in a dorm and in an 
apartment were enjoyable, beneficial 
experiences that taught them respon-
sibility for themselves. 
All in all, it seems as though these 
college s tudents have no regrets for 
their choices. 
According to the young women, they 
would make the same choices to live 
both on and off- campus again. 
Budget Apartments 
•Lakeside Plaza Apartments 
(804)845-4144 
2 bedrooms for $360/month, 
includes water, trash pickup 
and laundry facility 
•Montview Forest 
(J |04)401-1415 
4 bedrooms,"each room' 
$22Q/month, includes water, 
trash pickup and 
washer/dryer 
•Moss Creek Apartments 
(804)525-5934 
2 bedrooms for $405/month, 
includes water and trash 
pickup 
Mid-priced Apartments 
•Greenbriar Apartments 
(804)847-0190 
2 bedrooms for $425/month, 
includes water, trash pickup 
and laundry facility 
•Old Mill Townhouses 
(804)237-2901 
2 bedrooms for $435/month, 
includes water, trash and 
sewer 
•Forestbrook Apartments 
(804)239-0088 
2 bedrooms for $430/month, 
includes water, trash pickup, 
laundry and swimming pool 
facilities 
High-priced Apartments 
•Huntingwood Apartments 
(804)384-5948 
2 bedrooms for $520/month, 
includes water, trash collec-
tion, washer/dryer, playground 
facilities, lake and barbeque 
area 
•Boonsboro Village 
(804)384-6209 
2 bedrooms for $495/month, 
includes water, sewer, swim-
ming pool, laundry, play-
ground, basketball court and 
volleyball court 
•Walden Pond 
(804) 385-5060 
2 bedrooms for $535/month, 
includes heat, water, trash 
pickup, tennis court, swim-
ming pool and workout room 
—Compiled by Stephanie Jamea 
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Above and Beyond 
In-line skating expands the 
definition of ministry 
BY CORRIE DIMS 
Life! Reporter 
Y'ou may have seen them swooshing around campus, jumping over cars or practicing 
flips during the afternoons in the 
Religion Hall parking lot. 
They are the new campus in-line 
skating team, an original for Liberty. 
The team, which is a part of the 
Shepherd Ministries' "Above and 
Beyond" organization, is one of the 
only college in-line skating teams in 
the country. 
Made up of four skaters and man-
ager Marcus Mennenga, the team is 
dedicated not only to skating but also 
to sharing the gospel. 
"Skating is number two on this 
team," Mennenga said. "For us, it's all 
about the ministry." 
The performers include leader 
Shawn Mahan. Jay Irwin, Mike 
Hefferon and Josh Ouellette. 
The idea for a min-
istry skating team • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
was first formulated 
by Mahan, who origi-
nally attended the 
Word of Life Bible 
Institute in New York. 
He was confronted by 
Liberty Theological 
Seminary Dean Dr. 
Danny Lovett while 
attending one of 
Lovett's "Jesus 
is Awesome" ral-
lies. 
Mahan said that Lovett per-
suaded him to attend Liberty 
the following year. 
Since Mahan had been in-line 
skating for several years with 
his church group and high 
school, he felt he was called to 
do something with the sport at 
Liberty. 
Although he was not sure 
where he would meet other 
skaters and how the team would 
form, he continued to "pray and 
remain faithful to God." 
Soon Mahan began skating 
around campus with Irwin, 
Hefferon and Ouellette. As they 
also showed an interest in an 
actual team, Mahan went to 
Lovett, who got the group in 
touch with Shepherd Ministries. 
"Skating is number two 
on this team. For us, 
it's all about the 
ministry." 
—Marcus Mennenga, 
In-line skating ministry 
The team actually began with 
around 12 skaters, but it narrowed 
down to the four current members 
who had a vision of ministering 
through in-line skating. 
"The guys on the team are such an 
encouragement to me," Mennenga 
said. "They are 
• B M n a M m i m all really dedi-
cated." 
The group's 
routine always 
includes a mix-
ture of skating 
and witnessing 
with those 
watching. 
After per-
forming a 
sequence of 
jumps and flips 
to music, the 
team takes the opportunity to share 
the gospel or give personal testi-
monies. 
The group even uses skating as a 
vivid illustration of the sin of 
mankind. 
They compare the gap between the 
ramps to the gap that sin creates 
between humans and God, and final-
ly tell their observers how God is the 
only fulfillment for that gap. 
Until now, the team members them-
selves have personally paid for 
expenses such as uniforms and 
equipment. However when they begin 
traveling with "Above and Beyond," 
Shepherd Ministries will cover its 
travel expenses. 
As the team grows, it hopes to add 
more variety and performers to its 
routines. It plans on starting off next 
PHOTOS BY BEN BIBAR 
FLYING HIGH — (above) The members of the in-line skating team are part of 
the newest ministry on campus, part of Shepherd Ministry's "Above and 
Beyond" organization. (Bottom left) Shawn Mahan practices a stunt for the in-
line skating teams performance. 
semester by adding a few skateboard-
ers to the team. 
Although the members are extreme-
ly grateful for the opportunity to wit-
ness through skating with Shepherd 
Ministries, it is discussing the possi-
bility of becoming a recognized school 
ministry team with Liberty sponsors. 
"It would be a great opportunity to 
be able to share the gospel with other 
colleges," Mennenga enthusiastically 
pointed out. 
The team's first performance took 
place on Sun., Feb. 14 at Blue Ridge 
Community Church. 
"We are extremely excited. A few 
kids came to Christ," said Shepherd's 
Ministries Director TimFarrant. 
Clearly, the team is on fire for God 
as well as for skating. It is indeed 
going above and beyond to fulfill its 
calling for ministry. 
<3&E<me, c/y^ytce at&&Me 
Valentine's Coffee House 
brings love to Liberty 
CELEBRATING THE DAY OF LOVE — 
(above) Emcee Brent Mosey performs 
a commercial for khaki pants with the 
other emcees during the 1999 
Valentine's Coffee House. 
(right) Mosey narrates the story behind 
the purchase of his "Ollie by Golly" 
t-shirt. 
PHOTO* UI Ttu Nti MANS 
BY ERIC LOWE AND HANNAH LADWIG 
Life! Reporters 
T rue love took a beating Friday night at the s tudent life-sponsored Valentine Coffee House. 
One singer's boyfriend broke up with her just 
after she dedicated her song "My Heart Will Go 
On" to him. Other men tried valiantly to get 
dates while women sang male-bashing tunes, 
such as "You Don't Love Me." 
"For all those women who came without 
dates, you can take home the candy on the 
tables," shouted one emcee during the show. 
But for those who came to get that warm 
fuzzy feeling, the 9:30 p.m. and . 
12:30 a.m. Coffee Houses ^ j ) 
performances provided 
much of that as well. 
From the Dave 
Matthews Band to 
Riverdance, the 
music of the 
Valentine's Coffee 
House hit every 
genre. John Mlnter sang 
of forever-love in "1 Want to 
Grow Old With You," while 
Vroom took the audience back to the 
1960's with their rendition of the Monkey's 
"Daydream Believer." 
Other acts included emcee Matt Gallagher, 
who read a short story about a soldier who fell 
in love via mail with a woman he had never 
met, and CZ Smooth, Don P, and Steve Mayo, 
who sang their remake of "More Money, More 
Problems." 
The show concluded with Jay Boykin's per-
formance of a popular Dave Matthews song, 
with the Eternal Praise band providing the 
backup music. 
"We had a good balance this year, a lot of 
variety," said Dean of Student Life Mike 
Stewart, after the show. "The audience enjoys 
seeing their friends perform, the friends they 
see every day, the friends that they play bas-
ketball with." 
Emcee Chris Stewart agreed. "A lot of people 
were involved with this production," he said. 
"One of the major changes this time is that we 
have four emcees instead of one. I think that 
made the show run more smoothly and gave it 
more variety." 
The emcees, Matt Gallagher, Matt Kanaan, 
Brent Mosey and Chris Stewart, even per-
formed a Riverdance skit together, delighting 
the crowd with their amusing dance steps. 
Gallagher continued, "You can have all the 
talent in the world, but if it doesn't flow, it's 
jus t not enjoyable because it's more like a 
rollercoaster." 
Freshman Keri Wallace played a nerdy girl 
trying to get a date. Her character was very 
energetic, even going so far as to be hit by a car 
then hobbling to a dance club on crutches to 
see the objects of her desire. 
It's fun," she said of 
her Coffee House 
experience. "I like 
to have a char-
acter you can 
get yourself Into." 
She added that 
she would defi-
nitely like to par-
ticipate in another 
Coffee House. 
Gallagher said before the 
show that the Valentine's Coffee 
House is usually the best-selling coffee house 
of the year and this one has the potential for 
being the best one he has done. 
According to Chris Stewart, the second show 
played to a standing-room-only crowd. 
"People were sitting on the floor and the 
bleachers. They were all going crazy," he said. 
According to Stewart, it was probably the most 
attended show ever, with 1,500 people in atten-
dance. 
Dean Stewart said this Coffee House was 
one of the best he has ever seen. He said what 
made this one special was the variety of the 
acts and the talent of tfie performers. 
The next Coffee House that Student Life is 
planning will lake place outdoors. It will fea-
ture the best acts from the school year's previ-
ous Coffee Houses and is scheduled for FrL, 
April 23. For audition information, contact 
Student Life at 582-2131. 
* 
OPINION 
GT H E HA L I B E R T Y MPION 
The Official N e w s p a p e r of l i b e r t y Unive r s i ty 
Es tab l i shed 1983 
... Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17). 
Missions should begin at 
home, not across the world 
Every year speakers at Ministry Emphasis Week convict s tudents of the 
need to go around the world and spread the gospel. They inform us about 
the horrors of Christian persecution. They warn us that the majority of the 
world's population has no one to witness to them. They remind us that 
only $.04 of every tithing dollar sustains the foreign mission field. 
During this season at. Liberty University, God calls many students to 
Honduras, China, India, England and to other countries across the globe. 
However, when we feel the call to foreign missions, we need to Inspect our 
present witnessing status. 
Sure the mission field seems exotic and compelling. The hardships and 
tremendous needs attract any Christian anxious to do great work for God. 
But, If We want to know if God Is truly calling us to foreign missions, we 
should double check to make sure that we are being faithful in the little 
things. 
For instance, are we Friday Night Witnessing? Are we witnessing to our 
neighbors If we live off campus? Are we witnessing to our friends w h e n we 
go home for breaks? 
If we cannot even be faithful and witness to those In our own country, 
then what makes us think that God will t rus t us and guide us in the big 
things? 
True, lost countries around this world desperately need the gospel, but 
if we cannot even witness to our next door neighbor, then we need to 
reconsider our ability to reach lost nations. 
Reviewing the love season 
Valentine's Day and the Dinner Theatre have come and gone and so has 
one last chance for some of those senior females to meet their life-partner. 
Mostly because Liberty has what seems to be a seven to one guy/girl 
ratio, the chances of girls finding a husband, much less a good one, are 
pretty slim. Maybe It would be a little easier If they didn't look quite so 
hard. Many guys simply refuse to invite girls because they are Just look-
ing for a slightly more than platonlc friend, not a life-time partner. 
If certain people would slack off on their man-hunts , then maybe other 
girls could :ftnd a date around liere. 
Of course'It 's not only the girls, the whole love vibe seems to be pretty 
messed up around this campus. We know that people are "Dating God," or 
marriage hunting, but this school has enrolled a number of people who 
sire pretty normal and they are Just looking for relationships to have fun 
and enjoy the oppos Ite sex. 
HoweVer, both guys and girls alike have to steer clear of those people 
who have the afore mentioned dating specifications, and that makes it 
very complicated when the romantic season rolls around. 
Though certain risks arise In the month of February, the people who 
skipped the challenge of finding that special date are still sitting at the 
Clnemark Dollar-Teh Movie Theatre every Friday night, so next year they 
may want to reconsider their fears and step out on the dating limb. 
Quotes of the week ... 
"Even now my Witness Is in heaven; my Advocate Is on high. My 
Intercessor is my friend as my eyes pour out tears to God; on behalf of a 
man He pleads with God as a man pleads for his friend." 
— J o b 16:19-21 
"When I die. I want to go peacefully In my sleep like my grandfather, not 
screaming In terror like his passengers." 
— Jack Handy 
Saturday Night Live 
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Respect God's anointed 
It was a normal Wednesday night 
prayer meeting at the First Baptist 
Church of El-Jobean About 10 people 
gathered around a table, representing 
50 percent of our Sunday morning 
congregation. 
Rev. Bob McDuffie, my dad, had made 
the announcements and our lone deacon 
had finished the opening prayer. We all 
turned to our hymnals and I thought we 
would be singing the classics accapella as 
usual — until Mom pulled out an accor-
dion that dated back to the pre-Elvis era. 
She began pumping the bellows until 
noise creaked out from somewhere In the 
depths of this antique. 
I know that "People need the Lord," but 
it's hard to concentrate on words to any 
praise song, when an accordion leads the 
church in a groaning, off-key perfor-
mance. I glanced at my brother and the 
two of us burst out laughing. Soon the 
whole group was grinning in self-mock-
ery. Though my Dad cracked a smile, he 
managed to maintain the serenity of the 
atmosphere — pastors always have to do 
the stuff that no one else wants to do. 
Whether it's preaching a ser-
mon on tithing, holding a fellow 
deacon accountable when he 
slips into sin or dismissing a 
Sunday school teacher for 
spreading undocuinal materi-
al, parsons must step In to 
clean up the curse of sin that 
invades churches across 
America. 
Certainly, they are not the 
most popular people in a com-
munity. In fact, much like Dr. 
Jerry Falwell, my dad has yet to be seen 
outside of his black suit and Rush 
Limbaugh tie. When certain people see 
him step out of his cadillac In 90 degree 
weather, sporting this inhumane outfit, 
they yank down the blinds and slam the 
locks Into place. The truth is, pastors 
tend to look more like modern mafia than 
servants of God. 
However this fact does not excuse the 
Irony that the saviors of our country are 
so despised by the backslidden and lost. 
I'm sure many religion and youth min-
istry majors think of careers with full 
pews, potlucks with tons of homecooklng 
and offering plates loaded with tithes — 
think again. In the world of preaching 
there are only a handful of Dr. Falwells, 
blessed with full buildings and servant-
minded believers. 
In reality, small, struggling churches 
compose the Christian movement in 
America. And sadly they are filled with 
griping senior citizens who complain 
about the young people running around 
the church, dogmatic members who will 
leave over little things such as a decora-
tive cross hanging in the worship center 
or young families who think that biblical 
preaching Is a little too Intense. 
It's no wonder that America is in the 
mess that It's In. If the churches are so 
caught up In the technicalities that they 
SUZANNE 
MCDUFFIE 
grumble and complain If the Sunday 
message was too long or too dry, then 
how can God move through people who 
won't accept any way, but their own (even 
if it means denying God's will). 
Nothing saddens my heart more than 
hearing about a church that fires Its 
preacher. One church I heard about fired 
its pastor because it thought he was too 
old, another because he yelled and spit, 
another because he always preached the 
same old hell and condemnation stories. 
Well guess what? God said, "Do not 
touch My anointed" (1 Chron. 16:22). 
There are no exceptions to this rule. 
Many of the prophets lived Into their 
hundreds, but God never fired them. 
Jesus shouted and accused In the tem-
ple, but God never told anyone to dismiss 
him, Jeremiah wept his judgment ser-
mons again and again, but God never 
retired Him. 
Unless the pastor lives an immoral 
life, the church members have no right 
to take matters concerning God's 
anointed into its own hands. 
As a PK, IVe seen my dad endure trial 
after trial. One church wanted to 
remove him because he wouldn't 
permit an adulteress to join the 
church. Another congregation 
tried to fire him because his bi-
vocatlonal position took away 
from his time as a pastor. I could 
go on and on. If they weren't try-
ing to lire him, then dissenters 
left the church, taking all their 
friends and relatives with them. 
Do these people actual-
ly think they were In God's will? 
If God anoints someone, is it possible that 
He would uncall him because his mes-
sages continued after 12 p.m.? God's 
people must stop making excuses and 
start obeying Him. 
You may say that this article does not 
apply to you, you're just a college kid who 
skips from church to church. But very 
soon you will be graduating and In order 
to pursue God's will you must be a mem-
ber of His body — the church. And unless 
He calls you to leave the body and serve 
Him elsewhere, you have no right to leave 
(Gal. 6:10). 
In addition, young people need to 
beware that they are not to even speak 
evil against a man of God, much less dis-
miss him. And If any one reading this 
article Is as guilty as I am of griping about 
various convocation speakers, then it is 
time for us to reconsider our ways. 
For if we grumble about speakers who 
we only hear for an instant, how are we 
going to treat preachers who lead us day 
in and day out? 
Sure, I didn't think mom's accordion 
exactly added to the spirit of worship, 
but if people continue to fight the little 
things the lost will not be reached, 
because how will they see God's love 
unless we show It by our love for one 
another (John 13:35)? 
RICK 
BOYER 
The dating game — 
selfish, or selfless? 
Late nights seem to be the order of the 
day around the Champion office. Those of 
us on staff here have plenty of time for 
long discussions about everything from 
theology to politics to relationships. You'd 
be surprised how many of the world's 
problems we've solved in the wee hours. 
The other night several of us were dis-
cussing relationships between guys and 
girls, especially dating relationships. I 
have to admit I don't understand women, 
and probably never will. My only consola-
tion is that they don't understand us guys, 
either. 
For your edification, here are a few of my 
thoughts on this 
topic, coming out of 
that discussion and 
my long and con-
fused thoughts on 
the subject. 
I'm a bit embar-
rassed for guys, 
actually. I sit in on 
countless "guy talk" 
discussions of 
women, and one 
theme is predomi-
nant, If not exclu-
sive. "She's gorgeous," "she's good-lookln,'" 
etc., etc. 
The conversation never gets a bit deeper 
than that Yet the old saw is still true, 
beauty is only skin deep. It's also transito-
ry, here today and gone tomorrow. If you 
can't love a girl for anything else, give it up. 
She may not be gorgeous forever. 
Not that I'm discounting physical attrac-
tiveness. I personally go out with the most 
beautiful girl on campus. I know you don't 
believe it, but IVe got pictures. (And I don't 
share.). But I can see other qualities that I 
find even more attractive, qualities that 
can last after 30. 
Girls who deserve my attention at all 
also deserve my respect. They deserve to 
be treated and spoken of as more than 
commodities to be acquired and discarded 
on a whim. I suspect being seen as mere 
objects of hormones feels a bit demeaning. 
It should. 
Dating relationships should be fun. 
Both parties ought to feel as if they are get-
ting something out of it. But If dating is 
practice for marriage, an examination of 
biblical patterns for marriage ought to set 
the parameters. 
Husbands and wives are told to honor 
one another. Somehow, honor doesn't 
square with risque" discussions of purely 
physical considerations. 
Could you still love her (or him) if a car 
accident left scars or ruined a limb? If not, 
It's not love: It's just physical attraction. 
Think about it. A girl should be able to be 
secure in a guy's affection regardless. 
Ladies, If he's not that kind of guy, give 
him up while you still can. 
It's been said that marriage is a 50-50 
proposition. Maybe it's more accurate to 
say It's a 100-100 proposition. Paul 
exhorts husbands and wives to submit to 
each other, serve each other. If dating is 
just an opportunity to satisfy my desires at 
another's expense, marriage will either be 
a Jarring wake-up call or pure misery. 
Sure, love is the flowers, the 
junior/senior banquet, the romance. But 
It's also self-sacrifice, giving (sometimes 
without a return), learning to be wronged 
without responding in kind, helping each 
other through years of sick kids, doctor 
bills, Job changes, emotional pressure. 
(I should know: I'm the oldest of 14. My 
mom has sat up countless nights with cry-
ing babies). Can your "love" survive tough 
times? If not, It Isn't 
Christians never have an excuse to 
tread on each others' emotions. We have 
no right to take others' feelings lightly, to 
lead them on, to "defraud," as Paul put it. 
Christ's standard is high. Selfishness 
has no part in it. "Father, forgive them." He 
loved us, and gave Himself for us. If mar-
riage can't mirror that sacrifice, it will 
never last. 
And if your dating relationship doesn't 
set the right precedent and you think 
you'll change after marriage, don't fool 
yourself. It won't happen. 
Girls, If he doesn't show you respect, 
iWnnWiSn WAiwwJhC fm'. 
O P t N I O N 
' *What is your most unique 
Valentine memory?" 
"I got a valentine from a 
girl once in third grad - >,. 
one In 15 years Isn't 
bad." 
— Dan Lewis Jr., 
Schroon Lake, N.Y. 
"It's a surprise" (at the 
time this picture was 
taken)!" 
— Alejandro Gutierrez, 
Fr., Argentina 
- Rachel Thatcher, 
Fr., Greenville, N.C. 
My Dad had a barber-
shop quartet, gorilla 
and a magician enter-
tain me on different 
Valentine's Day." 
— Amber Unruh, Fr., 
Sloux Falls, S.D. 
"I've never dated any-
one on Valentine's 
Day, but maybe that's 
God's way of saving me 
money." 
— Gary Isaacs, Sr. 
Lincoln, Del. 
"Last year, my room-
mate and I made a 
surprise candlelight 
dinner for our girl-
friends." 
— Chris WUson, Sr. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
"After 1 handed my 
second grade crush a 
Valentine, he threw up 
all over me ..." 
— Annie Haley, Fr. 
LaCrosse, Wis. 
— Duane Aagaard, Jr . , 
Orlando, Fla. 
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Gordon outduels Earnhardt in 
NASCAR Daytona 500 win 
The finish was the one nearly everyone wanted- The 
Kid and The Intlmldator going bumper-to-bumper. 
Using the type of daring moves Earnhardt has 
made so many times, Gordon won NASCAR's premier 
event on Sunday In a thrilling late race shootout with 
the man he called The Master." 
Gordon's rainbow-colored No. 24 Chevy passed 
Earnhardt 13 laps from the finish and later took the 
lead for a good two laps. 
Gordon collected his 43rd career victory in front of 
185,000 people. Along the way he also picked up $2.1 
million for the win. 
De La Hoya edges Quartey in 
wild -final round at Las Vegas 
Both Oscar De La Hoya and Ike Quartey were 
knocked to the canvas in the sixth round of what most 
say was the best welterweight fights ever. 
De La Hoya kept the WBC welterweight title by clos-
ing In a fury to up his record to 30-0 with 24 knock-
outs. However, he would win this match in a split-deci-
sion victory. 
Tou saw the fight," Quartey said. "You know I 
couldn't win a decision in Las Vegas." 
Quartey, a native of Ghana, lost for the first time in 
his career. 
The scorecards had De La Hoya winning the fight by 
scores of 116-112, 116-113 and 116-111 "much "to the 
delight of some 12,000 In attendance. 
Garth Brooks going to Spring 
Training with S.D. Padres 
"Make no mistake about It, I'm out there to play 
baseball," country music star Garth Brooks said last 
week In preparing to head to Spring Training. 
Brooks has been invited to the Padres training camp 
In Peoria, Ariz, on Feb. 23 on a non-roster basis. 
Brooks is serious enough about the game that he is 
skipping the Grammy Awards on Feb. 24, even 
though he's been nominated for three awards. 
Brooks' athletic credentials to date include playing 
on his high school's baseball team and throwing the 
javelin at Oklahoma St. University. 
Tiger Woods wins Buick Invit. 
Tiger Woods, who has been said not to deserve the 
title of the world's best golfer, opened up his season 
with a win at the Buick Invitational in San Diego. 
Woods rediscovered his dominant form to set the 
South Course record with a 10-under-par 62 on 
Saturday and then eagled the final hole on Sunday to 
win the $2.7 million tournament. 
West Virginia transfer hope 
rebuild basketball program 
--
BY BRIAN HAGKRMAN 
Champion Reporter 
Men's Head Basketball Coach Mel 
Hanklnson brought more than X's 
and O's along with him when he 
made the Jump from assistant coach 
at West Virginia 
University to head 
coach at Liberty. A key 
contributor in helping 
lead WVU to the 'Sweet 
Sixteen' last year, was 
Carl Williams who has 
transfered to play here 
at LU next year. 
Wlllaims' arrival has 
been highly anticipated 
by both fans and team-
mates. He is expected 
to bring a fresh per-
spective to the Liberty 
basketball. 
That 4-20 record this 
year, It hurts, but I know that it 
makes me look forward to next year. 
Because I don't think about playing 
with guys on this level, I think about 
playing with people on a higher level," 
Williams said. 
LU's Carl Williams 
Williams poses to bring a defen-
sive presence to LU's backcourt 
next season. "Defense Is some-
thing that makes you that much 
better. For people to say, 'Don't go 
to his side (of the court) when it's 
late in the game Is the respect that 
I want. That's what I 
am gonna work for. I 
love playing defense. 
I'd like to be 
Defensive Player of 
the Year in the Big 
South this coming 
season," said 
Williams. 
The question has 
been often asked why 
Williams chose to 
transfer to Liberty 
from WVU with only 
one year of eligibility 
remaining. He was m 
motivated to make 
this decision by current head 
coach Mel Hanklnson. Coach 
Hanklnson played a big role In 
recruiting Williams to West Virginia 
and his junior college coach, LU 
assistant coach Otis Hughley, 
helped lead Williams to Christ. 
With both coaches being a spiritu-
al encouragement and both coming 
to LU, Williams felt like he wanted 
to play for both of them. He real-
ized that it was a unique opportu-
nity for growth. 
"When I found out Coach 
" ^ c o m " " T h e 4 " 2 0 r e C O r d t h i S V e a r h U r t S ' 
here, but I know that it makes me look 
ed to end up playing with those peo-
ple." 
As for staying In shape during 
the off-season, Williams Is trying to 
pace himself although he doesn't 
get to shoot as much as he would 
during a season. "I have to make 
sure I pace myself. That is gonna 
was 
lng 
being the forward to next year. Because I 
reTruuTd a" 0 " ' * t h i n k a D 0 U t P "^fl w i t h 
me, and guys on this level, but I think 
another about playing with people on a 
coach from . . . , . „ 
my junior t"9*™ "evel." 
—Carl Williams 
West Virginia Univ. 
transfer for 1999 
college was 
here, It 
made me 
t h i n k 
a b o u i 
things In my spiritual life. Coach 
Hanklnson helped me a lot In my 
spiritual life and Coach Hughley 
helped lead me to Christ. The way I 
looked at It was, these guys had a 
tremendous impact on my life and if 
there was any way possible, I want-
be real impor-
tant for me. I 
have to make 
sure I am not 
overdoing it so I 
don't burn 
myself ou t" 
Williams plans 
on making his 
Impact In the 
Big South next 
s e a s o n . 
Williams will 
also have a 
solid support-
ing staff. With the seven fresh-
man coming in next year, who are 
being ranked as one of the top 30 
recruiting classes in the country, 
and Williams adding experience, 
the Flames look to rumble in the 
Big South next season. 
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Lady Flames are prepared to 
seek redemption in '99 campaign 
D A V I D V A L E T T E 
A FRESH START— Liberty's women's softball team will try to earn its 
first Big South Championship this season. The Lady Flames made it to 
the conference finals last season, losing 2-1 to Coastal Carolina. 
Decker 
and 
Howell 
triumph at 
Va. Tech 
' B Y BRIAN WOOLFORD 
Asst. Sports Editor 
, The Liberty Indoor track and 
field team looked for a valuable 
boost In Blacksburg, Va. last 
weekend, as they prepared for 
the Pig South Championship 
this weekend. Liberty competed 
In the Kroger Indoor Invitational 
on the campus of Virginia Tech 
University. Many Liberty ath-
letes produced sound races at 
Tech's Rector Fleldhouse. 
Long distance runner Stephen 
Glthuka finished second In the 
men's 3,000 meter run en route 
to qualifying for IC4A champi-
onships. Glthuka, the cross 
country Big South runner of the 
year, crossed the finish line with 
a time of 8:22.40. The Kenyan 
native outpaced the top runners 
from Wake Forest University, 
UNC-Chapel Hill and North 
Carolina State University. 
Junior pole vaulter Ken 
Howell soared 17 feet 2 Inches 
to notch the highest mark by a 
collegiate at the meet. Howell 
remarkable leap qualified him 
for the NCAA national champi-
onships. Howell hopes to contin-
ue his winning ways next week-
end as he competes In his first 
Big South Championship. 
Michael Decker registered a 
record-breaking victory In the 
men's 500-meter dash. Decker 
cruised by his opponents, beat-
ing the second place finisher by 
over two seconds. The sopho-
more broke Liberty's school 
record by sprinting to a time of 
1:02.05. Decker also tied the 
Rector Fleldhouse track record 
set by Marvin Watts of South 
Carolina. 
Along with Decker. Howell and 
Glthuka. Chris Polukis also 
qualified for the IC4A champi-
onship. With a time of 1:54.47 
in the men's 800-meter run, 
Polukis Joined his distinguished 
teammates on their way to the 
1C4A meet in Boston, Mass. 
Polukis Is very optlsmistlc about 
the team's chances at the large 
meet. 
"I know that this year's team 
, Is one of the best we have ever 
had at Liberty," Polukis said. 
"We should place higher than 
any other team that we have 
had In the [IC4A meet)." 
The Liberty track team, which 
has currently won six straight 
(conference outdoor champl-
• onshlps, is overwhelmingly 
expected to capture this year's 
•; indoor competition. The squad 
I will return to Virginia Tech for 
the second annual Big South 
championship this weekend. 
BY BROOKE HERRMANN 
Champion Reporter 
Head Coach Paul Wetmore and 
the Liberty softball team hope to 
complete some unfinished busi-
ness In 1999. The Lady Flames 
narrowly lost the Big South 
championship game last season 
to Coastal Carolina and are pre-
pared not to stop short of the 
crown this year. Wetmore and his 
team have a strong desire to 
claim Liberty's first softball title. 
"That Is the objective, no 
doubt, to win the Big South," 
Wetmore said. "We are going to 
have the opportunity to repre-
sent Liberty and the Lord Jesus 
Christ at the NCAA tournament." 
The Lady Flames will have the 
entire roster of last year's team 
Intact for the 1999 season. 
Along with a powerful hitting 
lineup, Liberty will feature a 
strong pitching core. 
Senior Katie Phillips will lead 
the Lady Flames pitching staff. 
Phillips went 14-6 for Liberty 
with a 1.31 earned run average 
In '98. Sophomore Amy Csider 
will strive to complete a success-
ful season for Liberty. In her 
freshman year, Csider won 12 
games Including four shutouts. 
Junior Leslie Inge, who notched 
victories over the University of 
Virginia and Vlrglr'. Tech last 
season, will also return for the 
Lady Flames. 
Liberty's high powered hitting 
will continue to fuel the offense 
this season. The Lady Flames 
leading hitter, Stacy Radulovlch, 
earned a .339 batting average 
last season. Radulovlch was 
also named Virginia Player of 
the Year by the state's sports 
Information directors. 
Radulovlch will be supported 
at the plate by a strong sopho-
more class. Second year players 
Lisa Jones and Meredith 
Hollyfleld are expected to have 
solid hitting seasons. Jones bat-
ted .303 In '98, while Hollyfleld 
led Liberty with 23 RBI's. 
In the Held, Liberty will be 
anchored by a strong defense. 
Behind the plate, catcher Cheryl 
Everly was close to flawless dur-
ing 1998 as she committed only 
one error. The Colorado native 
also threw out 20 baserunners 
on 24 attempts. 
Liberty's squad also highlights 
some experienced seniors. Seven 
seniors will take the field for 
Liberty this season. Senior second-
baseman Sonja Keith, who played 
In 54 of the 56 games last season, 
batted .296 In her Junior year. 
Fellow seniors Glna Miller and 
Andrea Schnelle will contribute 
sound hitting with experience. 
The Lady Flames will have one 
of the toughest schedules on 
record this season. They will 
compete In five major tourna-
ments this year. Including an 
anticipated trip to California for 
the Kla Classic tournament In 
Fullerton. 
"In order to be the best, you 
have to play the best," Wetmore 
said. "Our goal has always been 
to compete at the national level." 
Liberty has very high expecta-
tions for the upcoming year. A 
successful season will land 
Liberty In Its first ever NCAA 
tournament. Cleats are the 
required dancing shoes for 
entrance into the Big Dance and 
the Flames appear to have a 
perfect fit. 
The Lady Flames open up this 
weekend at UNC-Chapel Hill in 
the Triangle Classic. 
Men roll 
pair of wins 
— oonLimiedfiom. page 14 
A player like C.J. Is known as 
an offensive guy but he con* 
trlbuted highly on defense 
tonight" 
The Flames now face the tail 
task of playing against UNC-
Ashvllle and Radford on the 
road and then It Is on to the Big 
South Tournament In Aahvlile 
N.C. When asked about 
Liberty's chances to win the Big 
South Tourney and end up in 
the NCAA's, LU's Day respond-
ed by saying, "Anything can 
happen. Just look at Prairie 
View. That Is definitely a dream. 
It would be great for the 
seniors." 
With all this talk of the 4-25> 
Flames going to the NCAA tour-; 
nament coach Hanklnson 
responded by saying, T h a t lis; 
what I love about this team; 
they can be down but not out 
We may surprise some people." 
The Flames conclude the reg-
ular season this week when 
they finish out their season on 
the road. 
fiKUfiWS 
MUSIC ( ^ ° QUAiuy sizinjtv jnsjzumtnjs 
?R0 flUDW Sfl£tS, SMVJCeS & R£nJfl£$ 
• TAYLOR # TAKAMINE # SANTA CRUZ * (3 & L 
# SEAGULL # WASHBURN # CRATE # Huss & DALTON 
AND MORE. . . . 
645 Oakley Ave., Lynchburg, VA 24501 • 804-845-4274 • Fax 804-845-4275 
mm 
a place to stay for next 
semester with one of this 
week's advertisers. 03 
SO. Q3 
m w* 
SPA' 
PIZZA MEAL DEAL 52.99 
Includes Double Slice Pizza (Cheese 
or Peiyvrom) & a Soft Drink. 
ahot 
idea' 
Spaghetti smothered with a 
zesty blend of pizza sauce, 
tomato sauce and sausage, 
topped with mozzarella, 
provolone and pepperoni. 
3.89 
PIZZA BAKED SPAGHETTI 
MEAL DEAL M 9 
Includes regular Pizza Baked Spaghetti cV a Soft Drink. 
DUO COMBO MEAL $ 189 
Mail includes I (I fvrtions of 
Usapu d Spagfeftf f Tomato or Meat Sauce), 
Garden Salad & a Soft Drink. 
(tit) 
2629 Wauls Rd /Phone: 832-1200 
Ore coupon pet person, pet visit al participating FttOlft only. 
Nol valid with any other otter Expires 4/3/99 
2629 Wards Rd./Phone: 832-1200 
One coupon per person, per visit at participating Faralrs only 
Not valid 'with any other oiler. Expires 4/3/99 
2629 Wards Rd./Phone: 832-1200 
One coupon per person, pet visit at participating Fa/oli's only 
Nol valid wilti any other otter Expires 4/3/99 
Tanning Salon l 
30.00 
$1022 
$2022 
$30 s2 
$50 ^ 
Guaranteed! 
xercise Gym 
•no centrals J 
-no clown payments 
845-8169 
^ 0 1 4 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501 \ 
itefSeflmg 
mmrn^
9
-(Now You Can 
GSA^eUBQuipped1 
ON V'DAY. READ 
.ICICS COLUMN ON 
I'AOl c) 
JOVOTAJI c^crijdaf 
ToyotmAtXoui 
"Toyota] Dea I er_ 
avings basest on comparison of '99 
Corolla equipped with options package 
company awippt^WCdiMa. Corolla 
"is the best sdjllng car in history, based on 
worldwide silas fyyfflgfii '
 r -
>/5te 
, . . • • ' i 
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Student Life 
Football 
lanager's 
Meeting. 
JL^xV^Jtl'XV 
IMAGING 
7PM-1AM 
On Monday, Feb.22 
at 4pm in David's 
Place 
MAKE YOUR OWN MUSIC 
VIDEO 
On Saturday 
from 5:30-11:30 pm. 
3 ! j - r * * * * ' L * 
• 
• 7 :30 p m 
Febniaiy, March 26, 
an4April9 | 
On these 
studel 
will receive a 
$1 discount 
For more information 
or directions 
call 384-4906 
This Friday 
at Funquest 
ll:30pm-l:30am 
Tickets now on sale in the 
LU Bookstore- Student rate 
of only $16.50- limited num-
ber of tickets available at this 
price. Don't wait! Purchase 
• 
Mmm iMnmmod/ 
URCJ?TY I W M R S I T Y 
STUPC/vfT l l f C 
Tuesday, February 16, 1999 
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RAMIES SPORTS CALENDAR 
Teams Tues. Wed. Thurs. 
Men's 
Basketball 
Women's 
Basketball 
Club 
Hockey 
Indoor 
Track and Field 
Baseball 
16 17 
at 
UNC-Ash. 
7:30 p.m. 
18 
vs. 
UNC-Ash. 
7 p.m. 
19 20 
at 
Radford 
3:30 p.m. 
iff 
- home game 
vs. 
Maryland 
atUVa 
11 p.m. 
Sunday 
at 
Navy 
TBA 
Sunday 
BSC 
Champ. 
at Va.Tech 
at 
Norfolk St. 
2 p.m. 
Big South 
Standings 
through Feb.14 
Men's standings 
Team W-L BSC 
LWinthrop 18-6 8-0 
2. Radford 17-7 6-2 
3. UNC-Ash. 9-16 14 
4. Charles. S. 11-13 4-5 
5. Coa. Carol. 6-18 3-6 
6. Liberty 4-20 0-8 
Women's standings 
Team W-L BSC 
I.Liberty 17-7 7-1 
2. Radford 10-14 5-3 
3. Coa. Carol.15-9 5-4 
4.Chartes.& 16-6 4-4 
5. UNC-Ash. 5-20 2-6 
6.Winthrop 8-15 1-6 
Enterprise 
refrf-fr-cari 
Liberty University Students can rent a car for. 
$9.99 perday 
Some Restrictions Apply 
Call now for details !!!!! 
385-7511 
L. . / ' 
bookshop on the Avenue 
3407 Memorial Ave.; Lynchburg 
845-1336 
Help! Buying Religious Books. History, etc. 
http://members.tripod.com/-ghostbook 
Village Oaks Townhomes 
2165 Carrington 
528-3333 
2 Bedroom Townhomes 
Starting at $370. 
Quiet, Country Setting 
in the City. 
Office 1 - 8pm 
MINDBOGGLE 
PLAY any g a m e of your 
-<3>\£ choice F R E E with this 
coupon. 
MINDBOGGLE 
.. /a Video Arcades 
m 
Mindboggle Video Arcade 
River Ridge Mall 
($1 value, with CCUQCS, limit one per person per day) 
Exp. 3-31-99 
Sunday through Thursday Only 
Business Hours: 
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Monday-Friday 
Deadline: 
4:30 p.m. 
8 days prior to 
publication 
(804) 582-2128 
Rates: 
Open/Commercial 
$3.67 - 1st 15 words 
240 each word over 15 
Student/Faculty Rate*: 
$2.75 - 1st 15 words 
18(i each word over 15 
*Non commercial only. 
Champion Special:** 
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs. 
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES. 
AlXCLASSIFIKDADVKKTlKINii IS PKKI'AII) 
Attention Getters 
Bold 1st line n/c 
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge $1.00 
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge $1.50 
Symbols 
Small (10 pt) 1 time charge 500 
Large (12 pt) 1 time charge $1.00 
XLarge (14 pt) 1 time charge $1.50 
Symbols to choose 
Stars: • • • Crosses: t t t Hearts: W * 
Checks: • • • Arrows: > • » • 
Services - Wedding Veils $25, Piano 
Chording $100, Cheerleader Dolls $75, 
Halmaking Booklet $5. Call Frances 
804-525-3178 
Mac Performs 6230, $400. Mac 
Performs 575, $200. Apple SiyleWriter 
1500, $75. 582-2587 
^w^^^&^^SSmSSilsiiamk 
Student Groups: Harn $1,000-$2,000 
with easy 3 hour CIS Fund Raiser event. 
No sales required. 1'und Raiser days are 
filling up, so call today. Contact Chris 
800-829-4777 
S P R 1 N G H R E A K B K A C H E S 
Daytona, Panama Cily, Padre, Miami, 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best 
hotels, prices. Browse www.icpt.com 
Reps earn cash, free trips Call Inter-
Campus 800-327-6013 
Spring/ Summer Internships-
College Directory Publishing - Gain 
valuable business experience while 
earning up to $8000 this summer sell-
ing yellow page advertising for your 
campus telephone directory. Great 
Resume Booster for mkt/sales/public 
relations. No experience needed. Call 
1-800-466-2221 ext. 227 or visit our 
website @ campusdirectory.com 
NoU'iukiM s Wanted 
$200-$ 1500/class! 
Post your lecture notes on the internet 
Sign up on-line 
www.STUDY24-7.com 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT-
Workers earn up to $2,000 +/ month 
(w/ tips ^benefits). World Travel! 
Land-Tour jobs up to $5,000- $7,000/ 
summer. Ask us how! 517-336-4235 
lixt.C53441 
A COLLEGE STUDENT'S 
DREAM JOB!!! 
Great pay with flexible hours and no 
transportation needed. We arc seeking 
part-time employees who love to have 
fun at work. Set your own schedule 
We will train you. If you have a clear 
voice and need a great job, call 
Kimberly at 582-1587 or come by and 
fill out an application: 
B&B Presentations 
523 Leesville Road 
Lynchburg 
2 Bdrm. Townhome. Montview 
Forest. Washer/dryer. Available imme-
diately, summer, and fall. Rob 525-
2367, leave message. 
ASTER DA 
i f V I I A W A I 
Don't Forget 
Coupon 
www.harristeeter.com 
\ b u r Neighborhood Food Market 
Imported From Chile 
Red Globe Seeded Grapes 
or Red, Green or 
lack Seedless 
drapes 
4.4-6,9 oz. 
Pasta or 
Rice-A-Roni 
ma W oz. 
General Mills 
Lucky Charms or 
Cinnamon 
bast Crunch 
HEAITHY 
JCHQKJ 
Chili Beef 
HEAITHY 
KHOKf 
Chili Beef 
IS OB. 
Healthy 
Choice 
Soup 
With 
VIC Card 
in Spring Water 
or Vegetable Oil 
Powder 
or Liquid 
9 0 - lOO oz. Arm & Hammer 
Laundry Detergent 
I 
With 
VIC 
Card 
6 028. 
Chunk 
Light 
Starkist 
Tuna 
With 
\7Sct. 
Kleenex 
Facial Tissue 
With 
VIC 
Card 
If the HT cash 
crew comet to 
your 
house... 
t Teeter*/J 
VIC* 
WWIilil? 
or Pepsi 
YOU 
COULD 
WIN 500 
%WG USES 
Plus you'll get an additional 
$100 for every Harris Teeter 
Brand product purchase 
UPTOs10,Q00.00 
* Enter by using your VIC Card each 
week through March 16th. No 
purchase necessary. See Customer 
Service (or full details. 
6 pk. 24 oz. 
NRB 
Mt. D e w , 
• • ' • • ' * - * " 
2 liter 
Mt. Dew, Diet 
With 
VIC 
Card 
Prices Effective Through February 23,1999 
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, February 17 
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We dladry Accept hFebi 
»t'iuu*y 
r .
23.1999 In Our Lynohbura 
Federal Food Food Stamp* 
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A M P I 0 N 
ORTS 
Finally! Flames win! 
Liberty snaps 10 game skid; 
picks up two Division I wins 
MATT IU KM BO 
A DAY 
er. Day 
OF RECKONING Liberty's Nathan Day rejects a shot attempt made by a High Point play-
and the Liberty Flames won consecutive games over Elon College and High Point. 
B Y DOUG STEWART 
Champion Reporter 
The Liberty men's basketball team 
has been beaten, stepped-on, 
trounced, and scrutinized all season 
long. But the Flames have turned the 
other cheek and as of last weekend 
they have registered two consecutive 
wins and are gaining momentum at a 
perfect time in the season. 
The two consecutive victories mark 
the first time that Liberty has accom-
plished that feat since one year to 
date. (February 14 and 16 of last sea-
son). The wins are also the Flames 
first two victories over a Division I 
opponent this season. 
The Flames success started against 
the Elon Fighting Christians (10-14) 
at the Vines Center on Thursday 
night. Liberty's perfect offensive exe-
cution, along with high shooting per-
centages from the field and behind 
the three-point line allowed LU to 
take a 47-37 lead at the half. 
The Flames started the second half 
in the same fashion as they did the 
first and built a 17 point lead with 
17:35 remaining in the game. 
However, the Fighting Christians 
fought back and used a 10-0 run to 
cut the Liberty lead to two. The 
Flames maintained their composure 
in the closing minutes and were able 
to hold off Elon 78-71. 
The victory defined the phrase 
"team victory," as LU had five differ-
ent players hit double digits in the 
scoring column. 
Liberty head coach Mel Hanklnson 
was overly impressed with his team, 
"We played a very, very good team 
(Elon) and we played a very, very good 
game. That is admirable because of 
the way that our team has been beat-
en up throughout the year. We were 
able to suck it up and do the things 
that we needed to do in order to win." 
After breaking the 10-game losing 
streak against Elon, the Flames cen-
tered their attention on the High 
Point Panthers (8-15). 
Both teams had a difficult time 
offensively throughout the beginning 
of the first half. Elon outscored 
Liberty 8-4 in the last three minutes 
of the half to take a 29-25 lead over 
LU. The Flames looked flat and never 
seemed to get on track during the ini-
tial 20 minutes of play. 
However, LU didn't waste any time 
turning things around in the second 
half. They began to capitalize on 
High Point mistakes and control the 
tempo of the game. 
With 11:23 left in regulation, the 
Flames had completed an 18-7 run 
that gave them a 43-36 lead. The run 
kept the Panthers reeling and seemed 
to have sealed the game. 
Liberty began to stretch its lead 
with the hot hand of freshman guard 
Chris Caldwell, who finished with a 
career high 28 points. 
At the seven-minute mark, the 
Flames caught fire and blew open a 22-
point lead. Caldwell then stepped to the 
free-throw line and made eight straight 
to seal the game for a 72-55 win. 
"I was Just getting good looks at the 
basket tonight," Caldwell said. 
"Coach Hanklnson told us to use the 
word "we' instead of 'me' and I think 
that we took it to heart the last two 
games. 'We' are playing much better 
as a team." 
For the second straight game, it is 
easy to see that the Flames are playing 
a more, team-oriented style of basket-
ball. Once again five different players 
scored in double figures for Liberty. 
Those players were Delawn Grandison 
(11), Nathan Day (11), C.J. Cowgill (10), 
Jamaal Bennett (10), and Caldwell with 
his career high 28 points. 
"I think the key was the way that 
we came out of the second half," 
Hanklnson said. "Our second half 
tonight was similar to our first half in 
the Elon game. The game plan 
Saturday night worked to perfection. 
The coaching staff did a tremendous 
Job. We were effective on defense. 
Please see MEN, on page 12 
Kisseleva 
and LU win 
on the road 
B Y M A T T K E E N A N 
Sports Editor 
The Lady Flames basket-
ball team continued its win-
ning ways as it swept three 
away games last week. 
Liberty (17-7), closed out it's 
road swing with an 84-75 
victory at High Point on 
Saturday night. 
Elena Kisseleva has found 
her shooting touch again, as 
she led the Lady Flames with 
25 points and eight 
rebounds. Kisseleva even 
found her stroke from long 
range, hitting 2-of-3 from 
behind the arc, something 
that hasn't been there all 
year for the Junior. 
High Point was able to play 
with the Lady Flames through-
out the first half before LU 
made a 6-0 run at the end of 
the half. The run put Liberty 
up 42-35 and they never relin-
quished the lead again. 
Liberty was able to pull away 
by 12 points at 68-56 with 8:20 
remaining in the game. The 12 
point lead was the largest of the 
game for the Lady Flames, but 
they weie never able to put 
away the Lady Panthers. 
Sarah and Sharon Wilkerson 
also collected double digits for 
the Lady Flames. Sharon had 
18 and Sarah netted 15 to 
round out the only players In 
double figures. 
LU shot 47 percent from the 
floor for the game (28-of-59), 
while connecting on 6-of-11 on 
three pointers for 54 percent 
shooting. 
Liberty closes out the regular 
season this week, playing its 
final home game on Thursday 
against UNC-Ashevilje. 
Rutigliano inks 13 new gridders 
Emphasis of recruiting placed on offensive and defensive linemen 
B Y TARANT JUDGE 
Champion Reporter 
Coach Sam Rutigliano has 
announced the signing of 13 new 
recruits for the upcoming 1999 
football season. 
"Most of the time when we recruit 
we don't recruit to fill our needs, 
but recruit the best and most ath-
letic player, we can find," 
Rutigliano said. 
The question at hand is who will 
fill the gaps left open by Ulysses 
Moore at offensive tackle, kicker 
Phillip Harrelson, and Academic 
AU-American defensive lineman 
Jarrod Everson? 
After filling those spots, the ques-
tion many ask is who will fill the 
spot of All-American linebacker 
Jesse Riley. 
DeShaun Turner (defensive line-
man, 6-2,310) Junior college 
transfer will give immediate help 
to Daryl Cherry in the middle to 
anchor the line. 
Turner, a two time All-State line-
man, played in the Mississippi 
Junior college All-Star game. 
Tim Person a 6-2, 250 pound 
linebacker was signed to help at 
linebacker immediately. 
Person graduated from Georgia 
Military Institute and was a two 
year starter who played in the 
Golden Isle Bowl in Brunswick, Ga. 
Danya Turner (Offensive lineman, 
6-2, 310) the twin brotner of 
DeShawn Turner, comes from 
Holmes Community College in 
Goodman, Miss. 
Jay Kelley (Kicker, 5-10. 180) 
was a much heralded high school 
kicker who has to flll some big kick-
Defending Big South 
champs prep for season 
Baseball team hopes for return to NCAA Tournament 
DAVIU VALKIIE 
FIRST PITCHES - The 1998 Big South champion 
Liberty Flames baseball team warms up for another run. 
BY BROOKE HERRMANN 
Champion Reporter 
With the only three 
returning starters being 
Tim Strong, Ryan 
McClellan, and Trey 
Miller, Head Coach Dave 
Pastors is confident in the 
Flames taking the Big 
South and possibly more. 
The starting line up isn't 
concrete. "We could have 
eight different line ups in 
10 days," said Pastors. 
Things are very even right 
now at second base, third 
base, short stop, some 
good depth in left field, 
and in the DH position as 
well, until the coaches fig-
ure out what combina-
tions they like best. 
"Hitting .third in the line 
up right now will be 
Anthony Pennex, which is 
that spot where you need 
production from. I feel 
good about our power in 
the middle of the line. We 
have some guys there 
who are gonna have a 
good season," said 
Pastors. Second year 
coach Pastors confirmed 
the power hitters to be 
Steve Baker, a freshman 
recruit from New York, 
Alex Dooley also a fresh-
man from Virginia and of 
course returning senior 
Ryan McClellan, 
"Ryan is a guy who will 
have to drive runs in for 
us, batting fourth and 
fifth," Pastors said. 
The pitching rotation 
will consist of Darren 
Adams, a transfer from 
Clemson, Josh Bry and 
ing shoes left by Phillip Harelson. 
Out of all of the 13 recruits 
signed, the sleeper of the pack ,is 6-
2, 2251b., defensive end Al 
Leatherwood. 
Leatherwood, who transferred 
form Bishop State Junior college In 
Pensacola, Fla., also can gtve help 
at linebacker. 
This year we are able to bring in 
junior college players to give us 
experience. We then sign depth at 
those positions with freshmen that 
will give us long-term help," said 
Ratlgliano. 
Kurt Reese, two recruited 
freshman, and Jason 
Suit, the only experienced 
Liberty pitcher. "With 
Brian Harrel most likely 
being out for the entire 
season, unless some-
thing unforseen would 
change, this is the plan 
we are going with right 
now," said Coach Pastors. 
"We're young, but we're 
learning to work togeth-
er," said right fielder Steve 
Baker. The Flames have a 
long road ahead of them 
but their amazing talent 
is what could push them 
to the top. Matt Hagen a 
freshman recruit from 
Colorado, had Just two 
words for the season, "Oh 
Yeah!" 
Coming to 
America 
As pitchers and catchers 
report to Spring Training on 
Thursday, I cant help but start 
to think about the coming base-
ball season. Especially after the 
unseasonably warm weather 
weVe been having here in 
Lynchburg, baseball season 
doesn't feel that far away at all. ] 
Even though soccer may be 
the most popular sport in the 
world, baseball is definitely still 
America's favorite pasttime. But 
as you take a look at spring 
training rosters, youll see a lot 
of names that are anything but 
American. The influx of foreign 
talent here in America has truly 
turned baseball into a sport 
that's gaining more and more 
attention every year. 
After the emergence and suc-
cess of Hideo Nomo, with the 
LA Dodgers, more teams start-
ed to tap the foreign markets for 
pitchers. Now today, nearly the 
Dodgers whole pitching staff is 
comprised of Imported talent. 
The pride of Korea is playing 
for the Dodgers. Chan Ho Park, 
a native of Kong J u City, Korea 
finished playing his first full sea-
son with the Dodgers last year 
and Park didn't disappoint He j 
finished the 1998 campaign 
with a 15-9 record With two 
complete games pitched. Park 
had a respectable 3.71 BRA and 
an astonishing 191 strikeouts 
for the year. 
Along with Park, the Dodgers 
have Antonio Osuna and Ismael 
Valdes from Mexico. They also 
have three players from the 
Dominican Republic in Raul 
Mondesi, Angel Pena and Carlos 
Perez. Anyone got a translator? 
Nomo has since Joined with the 
N.Y. Mets where he will team up 
with fellow Osaka, Japan native 
Yoshli Masato. That should pay 
big dividends for the Mete. 
My favorite foreign pitcher has 
to be Shigetoshi Hasegawa, a 
pitcher for the Anaheim Angels. I 
think it's gotta be in the name 
though. Hasegawa Just seems to 
sort of roll off your tongue. 
Ifs kind of funny because it's 
almost like a race between the 
Koreans and the Japanese to see 
who can send the most pitchers 
to the Major Leagues. Someone 
to look out for this spring down 
in Florida is 21-year-old Jae 
•Wong Seo from Kwanju, South 
Korea. This kid is only an Invitee 
to the Mets Spring Training, but 
I'm sure if he doesnt make it 
there, he'll land somewhere in 
the Big Leagues. 
How can we forget the inspi-
rational story of the Hernandez 
brothers' defection from Cuba. 
Iivan was the first to defect and 
J found fame when he pitched in 
the World Seriers for the Florida 
Marlins. One year later, his 
older brother Orlando made a 
heartbreaking escape from 
Cuba where he almost lost his 
life in the Atlantic Ocean. "El 
Duque," as he came to be 
known, found fame with the 
N.Y. Yankees, where he helped 
turn the Yanks back to the dom-
inant team of the Major 
Leagues. 
Peter Angelos. diplomat and 
> owner of the Baltimore Orioles 
has set up exhibition games 
between his Orioles and profes-
sional teams from Cuba, to be 
played in Havana. Hopefully this 
will lead to Castro changing his 
mind about letting players leave 
Cuba, Maybe one day we will 
truly have a "World'' Series where 
the best teams from each coun-
try meet each other. Well see, 
and yes my name-Keean, is In 
KfltmuJtJhe top of this column. 
